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Gentlemen:
It is with great pleasure that I
to
Board the Mission Comprehensive Development Plan
approval.
After long
of patient
in the District with the formation
Neighborhood Corporation in November,
Agency, with active citizen
Corporation, conducted the planning
five months and produced the Plan that is
the process was
of
for

I urge your Honorable
priority and
holds

Demonthe
last
at this
a'
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Meeting, April 8, 1971
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City of San Francisco and the" Mission Model
Corporation have prepared the Mission Amend~ent
Francisco Comprehensive Development Plan;
\,:rnEREAS the Nission Model Neighborhood Corporation finds
t the Mission Amendment to this Plan is necessary and
le to improve the quality of life of the residents
Mission Model Neighborhood Area;
the Nission Model Neighborhood Corporation desires
that the Mission Amendment to this Plan be submitted to the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors for approval and to the
Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
for approval and funding under Title I of the Demonstration
Cities and Hetropolitan Development Act of 1966; .
NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Nission Model
Neighborhood Corporation approves the Mission Amendment
to the San Francisco Comprehensive Development Plan.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
FOR PLANNING PHASE
MISSION MNA
The basic objective of the administrative structure of the
City Demonstrative Agency (CDA) is to plan a comprehensive,
coordinated program to meet the needs of the residents living within the Mission Model Neighborhood Area. Both responsibility and authority for implementing the Comprehensive
Development Plan (CDP) rests with the CDA; the activities
of both the Mission and Bayview-Hunters Point Model Neighborhood Areas are administered and coordinated by the CDA.
To better clarify the role of the CDA and its relationship to
the two Model Cities areas within San Francisco, a note of
clarification is needed to explain the historical differences
between the process used in Bayview-Hunters Point and the process used in the Mission. In the Bayview-Hunters Point, the
CDA was actually the Bayview-Hunters Point Model Neighborhood
Agency; the agency hired its own staff, responsible to the
Director and the Bayview-Hunters Point Commission to produce
the CDP. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
approved this method of operation; but when the Mission process
was being established, HUD insisted that the CDA staff be hired
by the Mayor and be directly under his jurisdiction.
change was adopted by the City. In addition, HUD has insisted
that as the CDA moves towards implementing the Bayview-Hunters
Point CDP, the CDA be further expanded to have the capability
for fiscal accountability, planning, monitoring and evaluating
the Model Cities program in both neighborhoods. This change was
enacted by the Board of Supervisors in March, 1971.
There was also established at this time a
to }:"esolve any eonfl~cts . t~at might arise between the two neighborhoods over the aifocatiori~of resources. There are three
members from each neighborhood CorporatTon/Commission
th the
seventh member being the Mayor or his designate.
The Bayview-Hunters Point community completed its planning year
in June, 1970. The outgrowth of this planning effort is the
first part of San Francisco's Comprehensive Development Plan.
The CDA, therefore, coordinates and administers
s
of both Model Neighborhoods. The CDA staff is under the direct
supervision of the Mayor 1 s Special Assistant for Model Neighborhoods, who in turn reports directly tofue Mayor.

2

The role and responsibilities of each person
staff role on the CDA has been as

a

Special Assistant to the Mayor for Model Neighborhoods
Exercises complete responsibility for
of the Model City program, supervises s
the planning, organization, direction
Model Neighborhood projects and performs r
required. He reports directly to the
Neighborhood communities.
Deputy Director for Planning and Programming
Supervises and participates in overall
MOdel Cities program; plans~ directs,
work of technical personnel; prepares
trative planning reports, coordinates
ning efforts with appropriate agencies.
Deputy Director for Fiscal Management and Administration
Develops general accounting procedures;
activities and insures that all fiscal
the City are met; prepares plans and reports
participates in and·reviews all contract
represents the Cityvs interest therein;
and supervises evaluation, monitoring, and
tion systems.
Model City Planner (3)
Plans and participates in the development
CDP; assists the Bayview-Hunters Point s
mentation of their CDP; performs required res
for publication, reports on programs; assi t
directing neighborhood studies and their
interested groups; serves as a consultant
staff in all program planning proposals;
required.
Model City Assistant Planner (1)
Assists in the planning and impl
the Model Neighborhood areas; meets
priate public and private agencies and
reviews and researches data to program
in the preparation of reports and pres

as
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Model City Accountant
Assists
general accoun
daily operation of the o
personnel, nnd contrac
duties as required.

procedures and supervises the
e; part ipates in all fiscal,
arrangements; performs related

Senior Clerk Typist
Performs typing and o
e c
cal work in connection with
the preparation and maintenance of Model Cities correspondence, records and reports; may compile and condense
technical and statistical data from various sources; composes
and types routine corres
e; performs related duties
as required.
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BACKGROUND AND PARTICIPANTS
OF MISSION MNA PLANNING PROCESS

1 of 1968, the City and County of San Francisco submitted to the Department of Housing and Urban Development
Model Cities Administration an application for a Model Cities
Planning Grant which designated two San Francisco neighborhoods--Mission and Bayview-Hunters Point--as proposed Model
Neighborhoods. San Francisco's application received HUD
approval in September of that year, and active planning for
a Mission Model Cities Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP)
was initiated. During the next two years, continuing negotiations were conducted between the Mayor and residents of the
Mission to establish a Model Cities planning process which
would incorporate mutually acceptable levels of citizen participation, Mayoral authority and responsibility, and performance levels in the preparation and implementation of the CDP.
a result of these negotiations, a private nonprofit corporation, the Mission MQdel~MN~M!ghQg~!:!lQQQM~<;2~!'EQ!'~Mt!gl}~~(~!£1~w~
was created to serve as the Mission model neighborhood participation organization.
MMNC Board of Directors is composed of twenty-one (21)
members, all of whom are appointed by the Mayor. Seven (7)
ent professional, public, and business groups and are
residents of the Mission or have an active interest or
involvement in the life of that community. The remaining foureen (14) were appointed from a list of twenty-three (23) names
submitted by the MC(). (The Mission G<Jalitj.2n~~trMn!~-~Mti.on~Mis
an
-ended, community-based organization with which any
of ten (10) or more Mission residents may affiliate. It
ly represents one hundred and ten (110) Mission area
and institutions including local block clubs, ethnic
t groups, churches, youth groups, business associations,
homeowner-tenant organizations and social clubs.) A list
MMNC Board members is included at the end of this section.
ssion's formal planning process began with the appointment and installation of the MMNC Board on November 9,
1970. The first meeting of the MMNC was conducted on
November 23, 1970. During the period from the end of
November to early December the Corporation organized

its own internal
of s
chairmen (
tially
Point Liaison). MOD loaned
during its first two months
1971, an Acting Director,
and clerical staff was hired
Since its initial meeting
has met at least twice monthly
workshop sessions to participate
the Mission CCDP. To the same
area Task Forces for employment
community maintenance (physical
development, social services, cu
sumer affairs, police, and youth;
Force for CDA Administrative
Planning and Evaluation. In
the MMNC and the Task Forces
planning process by the CDA
ector
Assistant Planners representing
Transportation, Physical Environment;
Economic Development; Social
The MMNC and CDA staffs
turn
assistance from the
which provided census,
housing, and other data,
which provided data on
Members of these agenc
the San Francisco Hous
half-day seminars with
analyze problems,
straints r
Mission.
The ~lC
'
were also fortunate
in
from two local universities.
students in the Urban Affairs
University played an active role
interpretation, and presentat
analyses and the development of
plan. Further, the CDA and
the University of the Paci
system used to tabulate open-ended
from residents of the Mission
MMNC also contracted with a

in the development of the
s
with recognized competence in
were of greatest concern to Miss
based on data collected and analy
others, seemed to be areas in which
severe. A list of these
back of this section.
Participation b::,· state and federal
planning process has centered
discussions by CDA staff and consultants
offices within HUD and HEW regarding budget
categorical progrDm funds, funding avail
relationship o£ the programs to projects
Mission Model Neighborhood; and 2) OEO
technical assistance in planning to
the MMNC Board and staff.
The invo~vement of state agencies in the
process has included: 1) continuing contact
between the CDA staff and the Lt. Governor's
Cities Liaison Offiser regarding the progress
of Mission ?lanning; 2) discussion with
of Highways and ~-lental Health regarding stat
funds; and 3) discussic~1s 1.<1ith tne Secretary
Resources Department (the coordinating
social services) to plan a series of
seminars to review the various state agencies
funds} and appro~riate contact and liaison persons
Model Cities.
The following is a chronological descript
cess by which ;:he Mission CCDP 1.<JaS
that various groups played in it.
formal planning process was conducted
short but intense period of time,
refined anci updnted during that process.
of the CCDP to HUD, addi~ional efforts
analyze 1970 census data are a

In early December, 1970, CDA staff b
and private agencies to begin the
at
problems in the Mission through the collection of data
and analysis of the agences 1 services and programs. At
the same time, the ~4NC Board Chairman and the Director
of the MMNC staff initiated a series of discussions and
interviews with staff and residents of ongoing programs
in other Model Cities around the country to gather ideas
and assess the cities 1 experiences with various projects
and program strategies.
During December, ~lliNC also developed a series of opportunities for the total Mission community to discuss
Mission problems, assess the effectiveness of current
programs and institutions designed to address them, and
set objectives and determine strategies and priorit
for change. ~1NC s efforts were based on tbe assumption
that, to the extent possible~ it was important .to provide
all residents in the model neighborhood the opportunity
to participate in Model Cities planning. Three major
mechanisms for such community input were developed and
utilized early in the planning process.
1

First,t:J!g~:~!J:1!·U::~§~t:~?:ff .Q~yeJqp~d a ''Mission Model
es
Y?.<:>rkbook" for widespread distribution to the community
through schools, churches, Rnd other community
tions. The workbooks ~<?1!c:~!t:§~cl~~~2P~!l~:§~E-cL~!':.E!~~pgg~~~~·:f:rom
residents regarding their sense of problems, the
of existing~~~s.ervices, prior t esfor Modgl G:ities program
efforts, and~so on. About three hundred fifty (350)
workbooks were returned. Based on a
s
designed by students at
University of Paci
~
CDA staff tabulated the results in late January/early
February. These results were reported to
lized
by the MMNC Board, Task Forces, staff (and later con
sultants) to further focus data collect
for
lem
analysis, define program priorities,
assess
e
remedial approaches to priority problems.

Second, with the short time available for c izen
Forces to participate in the planning process,
Board utilized as a background the Annual
Policy and Resolutions Report of the Miss
Organization. The Report was based on the
reached by 800 Mission residents
goals, and action priorities
the

Third, MMNC planned a series of public Task
meetings, the first of which was held on a
late January. Approximately 300 individual Miss
dents and organizational representatives attended,
Task Force chairmen were selected from the
at
large to chair the meetings. In addition 3 MMNC Board
members sat in on each of these Task Force sessions, and
several local agencies sent representatives (SFUSD, Public
Health~ Redevelopment Agency, Department of Social Services,
City Planning and St. Luke's Hospital). The discussions
at this workshop were recorded and made available to the
MMNC Board, Task Forces and staff and the CDA staff as a
basis for further planning.
Two subsequent weekend planning sessions were also con
ducted the last weekend in January and the first in
February. Participants included the MMNC Board, s
key members of the Task Forces, and the CDA staff
Approximately sixty (60) interested Mission model neighborhood residents also participated. Utilizing the information generated through the workbooks and the January
shop session, the MCO Annual Convention Report, and
provided by CDA staff, priorities on overall problem
areas were set by the MMNC Board at the first
sessions. Priorities for Model Cities program efforts
in the Mission were: Housing, Manpower, Educat
Child Care (Social Services).
In setting these as priority problem areas, the MMNC
Board was guided by the following considerations:
(1) That high priority be given to problem areas
reflected residents' priorities--both becaus
these were areas in which residents exper
daily problems and because the Board felt
critical that Mission planning be respons
the community in an immediate and visible
in order to gain community trust in and support
for the Model Cities program;
(2) That high priority be given to those problem areas
for which data collected by the CDA suggested
either substantial numbers of people were
and/or that inadequate services and institut
were currently available to meet needs
areas;
(3) That high priority be given to those problem
areas in which investments of Model Cities

would be most effective; that is, where the
11
:~biggest bang for the buck
could be achi
Practically, this meant giving high priority to
problem areas in which funds could be leveraged
to impact on other problem areas, and it meant
giving low priority to areas which, by the nature
of specific problems in them, would require
extraordinary funding levels to make any s
ficant impact.
(4) That low priority be given to those problem areas
in which levels of community and institutional
relationships and capabilities necessary for
effective program planning and impact did not
yet exist.
At the second of these weekend sessions, objectives and
strategies were discussed as well as the considerations
which should guide the MMNC Board in its ultimate
of projects. Those considerations were:
(1) That there should be an element of institutional
change in all projects;
(2) That there must be 9 ~lef:tJ!i1::e.!"s>le~X<?~E~~!t:izen
paJ::'t:t~~r>.::tJ~:iOJ:! in all projects, including a
e
in proJect evaiuai:Ion.;·~~~·~···~
(3) That if supplemental funds are given to an
to operate a project, the agency must indicate a
willingness to look for ways to incorporate
project in the agency's ongoing operating budget
should the project prove successful in meeting
project objectives;
( 4) That E:r'J()t:'ity sh()t11<:11?e..g:iye!!.t:<:>.. .<?!!.§:J~J:!1!£~~£nl..x_._..
expenses because of the uncerta:irg:y.()fJ::he
of the Model. Cfties program; and
(5) That projects should have an immediate and
impact in the community to establish community
confidence in the Model Cities program.
Based on these meetings, CDA staff began to more
develop the problem analysis in each of the priori
problem areas. As specific problem statements emerged,
the MMNC and CDA staffs prepared working or discussion
papers for the MMNC Board and Task Forces and for
lation in the community. The papers outlined the
problems to be addressed--objectives, strategies,
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some cases tentative project possibilities. These papers
were formally presented to and discussed by the Mission
community at a series of well-publicized Task Force meetings held in mid-February. Based on the Task Force meetings, appropriate changes in the working papers were made,
and the MMNC adopted the papers as the working policy
documents of the Corporation.
During this same period, CDA and HMNC staff began locating
and contracting with consultants who could work with the
Task Forces and assist the CDA and MMNC staff in turning
the working papers into particular project proposals,
for a strong and acceptable resident employment plan.
CDA and MMNC staff, MMNC Board members, and in some cases
the consultants began contacting the public and private
agencies whose cooperation woul'J be essential in developing and implementing projects in particular problem areas.
Toward the end of March, the consultants hal prepared
initial project papers and a Resident Employment Plan
which were submitted for review, discussion, revision and/
or approval to the MMNC Board, Task Forces and staff,
the CDA staff, and staff members of the affected public
and private agencies. Based on these reviews, the papers
were rewritten and a second round of reviews and discussions
occurred.
After the second round of discussion~ the MMNC and CDA
conducted another full weekend planning meeting at the
end of March so that all project proposals could be
thoroughly revicweu, ,Jiscussed, and given general approval.
Planned participants included the MMNC Board, Task Force
members and staff, the CDA staff, and consultants. About
fifty (50) interested community residents attended.
Project papers were distributed, read, discussed, revised
and given general approval. No formal votes took place
as the meeting was a workshop and not an official meeting
of the MMNC BoarJ. However, the clear concensus of the
Board and other workshop participants ~ms that the projects
were sound; that is~ they addressed critical problems,
reflecterl the obj cctivcs and strategies incorporated in
the MMNC's Corporation policy papers, and reflected the
considerations which the Board had discussed as important
in project review and selection. In late March and based
on the March workshop, the MMNC Board met in formn.l

11
proa
MMNC Board prior to submission to the
of Supervisors.

At this time additional consultants were
to assist the MMNC and CDA staffs in:

so
by the
sco Board
so brought in

(1) Developing a CDA administrative struc
which
would clearly vest in the CDA the accountability
and capability for implementing, monitoring, and
evaluating the San Francisco Model Cities program;
and
(2) Developing a continuing planning and evaluation
process which would integrate the activities of
both Model Neighborhood citizen participation
components.
The CDA conducted a series of meetings with representatives of both the MMNC and the Bayview Hunters Point
Commission to assure that the administrative structure
the CDA was developing was sufficiently and appropriately
staffed to reflect the proposed projects in each community
and to provide opportunities for full citizen participation in continuing planning and evaluation. The administrative structure agreed upon was incorporated by the CDA
and MMNC staffs and consultants into the Mission CCDP
for final review and approval by the MMNC Board.
On April 8, 1971, the MMNC Board met and approved
s
document for submission to the San Francisco Board
Supervisors. At its April 2, 1971, meeting, the MMNC
named a four-man team to serve as the community
ting group for
subs
ent changes to the document
which might be necessary as a result of Board and/or
HUD Model Cities
ew.
On April 9, 1971, IACUR, the City Inter Agency Committ
on Urban Renewal, received and reviewed the Miss
IACUR is composed of representatives of
1 City Agencies
involved in the Model Cities program and is responsible
for reviewing the Model Cities plan prior to review by
the Board of Supervisors to determine
poses any conflicts with City policies or priorities or
lack of coordination with appropriate agenc

Upon favorable review by IACUR~ the Mayor submitted the
Mission plan to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
on April 12 for review anr1 approval. The Board action
will take place April 26. IACUR may submit revisions prior
to this c1nte.
MISSION MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD CORPORATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman, Luisa Ezquerro
Vice Chairman, Alfredo Maestas
Treasurer, Ri~arJo Lucha
Secretary, Earl Ross
Members:
Walter Gordon> Finance Committee Chairman
Ru·:::lolph Vasquez, Personnel Committee Chairman
Abel Gonzalez, Hunters Point Liaison Committee Chairman
:cczar Custodio
Virgil Dar Ji
George Evankovich
George Herbert
Frank Hunt
Russell Keil
Manuel Marin
Joe Martinez
Elmira Neal
Melvin Olson
Fele Sala
Orlando Salazar
James Zimmermann
Robert Haas
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MISSION MODEL CITIES PLANNING CONSULTANTS
Housing: Hal Dunleavy & Associates, Mike Mazer, Judy Waldhorn
Manpower: Rosalyn Kane, Herb Kane
Education: Mary Hinz
Day Cnre: Sue Castro
Administrative Structure: Jake Getson, Bea Levine,
Steve Waldhorn
Citizen Participation: Edward T. Chambers, Wendy Mayer
Planning and Evaluation: Bea Levine, Herman Gallegos
Relocation: Herman Gallegos
Resident Employment: Rosalyn Kane

April
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testing services in the Mission. Newly arrived immigrant
children have no special school where they can begin to
adapt to a new cultural and educational
The effect of
school system's inability to teach
Mission students becomes apparent in recent educational
achievement test scores. 1959 Iowa Test scores placed
Mission students cons tently below the nat
norm for
grade achievement. The Stanford Achievement
vealed that of the Mission students, 75%
tom quarter in "Paragraph Meaning, 1111 75%
bottom quarter
"Arithmetic. Computation,"
;'Arithmetic Conceptsn, and 71% in "Arithmetic Applications".
Finally, a city survey showed one Mission elementary P
school r:% c ~ L.:J students read below the average grade
level achievement, one Mission junior high
read
below grade 1
achievement and 87% of the
High
Sch~ol students
below their grade 1
The educational
offered by the School
s
does
not relate or motivate Mission students. Although
ic
curriculum
s and basic textbooks are established by the
of Education,
District
can supplement
as necessary to accommodate particular int~rests and needs
various student groups.
such cultural or language supplements designed for
students
have been provided.

In addition to educational
can establish teaching methods
in order to adapt the school
to
No pr.ogram exists designed to provide teachers
Mission area with a background of the
guistic diversity of the students they are to teach. In
addition, only one Mission school, Buena Vista Elementary
School, sponsors a paraprofessional teacher aide program
consisting of 20 aides in a school with 392 students, 51.5%
of whom are Spanish-surnmue children. There are 3 other
Mission elementary schools 'tvith larger proportions of
Spanish-surname students.
The result of the inadequacies of the elementary school
system produce frustrated junior and senior high school
students who are ill-equipped either to further their education or to enter the job t:arket with the necessary skills.
The Mission area dropout rate is 61% above the City average.
During the 1969-70 school year the male dropout rate in
the Mission was 28.7% and the female rate was 20.1%, while
the district averages were 17.6% and 13.1% respectively.
Spanish-·surname students comprised 35.1% of the Mission
dropouts. The average daily absentee rate at Mission High
School is 25%.. Whi~.e st2.tistics are not available, Mission
High teachers and amuinistrators add that class attendance
is selective: students frequently attend only those classes
they choose.
Mission students rece1v1ng little counseling in junior and
senior high school. The counselor/student ratio in MNA
schools 1/420. With no one concerned exclusively with the
individual proglems of these educationally deprived students, they soon become dropouts.
The existing educational inadequacies in Mission schools
result in frustrations for students, teachers and administrators. v~ile no statistics are available, various parents
and school personnel contend that there is a high teacher
turn~ver rate in the Mission.
Because of the cultural
differences, many teachers feel uncomfortable dealing with
Mission minority students and concentrate their time and
attention on the students they consider are brighter and
more motivated. Students realize this and their chances for
learnin:3 ~':"P 4=uTther inhibited.
While the San Francisco Unified School District has severe
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budgetary constraints, the priority
for
changing Mission schools is lacking. Parents are systematically discouraged from entering the educational decisionmaking process. Without such parental concern and involvement in the daily educational process which affects Mission
children, students are left in a vicious cycle of educational deprivation.
Mission students leave the school system ill-equipped to
enter the existing job market. The job placement rate
for Mission High School graduates is 50% below the City
average. A 1966 U.S. Department of Labor Study (See Manpower) showed that the youth unemployment rate for the
Mission and Fillmore areas was 35.7%. Increasing dropout rates indicate that the youth unemployment rate is
probably much higher at this ti:-e.
Further education is prohibited· in most instances, since
poor educational achievement precludes many Mission students from entering college. Although statistics are not
available, post-high school education for Mission students
is limited primarily to San Francisco City College.
Finally, the one alternative to public education is the
private, non-profit schools in the neighborhood. For
the parochial schools, the diocese is lacking the financial resources to maintain a level of capability that
has sustained these schools in the past. The ever-rising
costs of education have placed these schools in precarious
financial situations, unable to attract needed aid from
public sources.
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Capacity of the Citizens--The Objective of Producing
Interlocking Groups of Organized beneficiaries whose
Capacity through Learned Experience to Change the
Constraints Imposed by Established Institutions Is
a Major Objective.
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ted across the MNA.
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support of the Mayor
se activities
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Confidence in the City and Other Institutions

The 1966 urban renewal proposal and other instances
of the City's inability to adjust its policies to
meet all requests from the Mission has left a
ion, a sense of distrust, and a sense of "apartness"
Mission that h~s made a close
with the City difficult.
CDA to repair that
the MNA residents can work with confL:ience and
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, state,
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program areas. (c) Low
level of
not yet developed to a
planning and/or impact.
eted or
lems not addressed, it was becaus
available were unlikely to have major impact
titutions they would address or because
res
capac
to have a major impact does not
e splintering of funds would have el
ed impact
program, thereby losing the objective of building
confidence in the Mission resident for any
Model Cities itself •. The strategy depends on as
that the programs selected will be popular, will be
immediately visible, and
ll have high impact in areas
ceived by the residents to be of high pr
to
C.

CAPACITY OF THE CITY
The catalyst which can affectuate these overall
strategies is the coordinated city effort.
1. Four of the important ways the city will carry out i
plan are the following:
(a)

The Mayor and the Board of Supervisors sha
funds to satisfy the city's share of the
cost. Further, Model Cities will receive a
of such funds as may come to the city by way
"community development" scheme of revenue sharing.
The Redeve
Agency, Ci
anning,
1
vice, and the Housing Authority and all other City
agencies will cooperate with
the
t
s
under the direction
the Mayor
this way, the concentration of funds into the
borhood
11 rec
the comprehensive
relevant c y departments.

(c)

The support of
labor unions and
the private sector shall be deve
rection of the Mayor. The Model C
not be an isolated poverty effort

sco

A mechanism for coordinating
es which
ties will be
. The city will achieve program coordinat
Model Cities operations through CDA staff
administrative structure has been cast to
communication among the personnel dealing with program
development, planning, and evaluation. Outside coordina·tion of the program will be centered in IACUR {the InterAgency Committee on Urban Renewal). This unit shall
function to review program operations to assure a maximum
level of coordination and cooperation among the relevant
city departments.
3. The following roles will be played by the key figures in
the Model Cities process:
(a)

The Mayor: the chief spokesman and advocate for the
program. He has appointive power over the CDA
rector, whom he appoints with the advice of the neighborhoods. He~ or his designate, is the seventh member
of the Model Cities Council. He is therefore
a
position to direct the operation of the program, as
well as influence the allocation of resources b
the two neighborhoods.

(b)

Public agencies: represented through IACUR
responsibility to review the current and subsequent
action year's plans. IACUR, as well as other
agencies, shall be kept informed of the program's
progress through regular status reports.

(c)

Neighborhood agencies: shall have the opportunity to
be heard pertaining to program proposals, as well as
to participate as delegate agencies.

(d)

Residents: shall determine the goals, objectives
priorities for programs and projects in their
borhood through the Citizens Participation structure.
They shall also share an evaluation and monitoring
function with the CDA, and assist in the development
of future plans.
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would be initiated by the Model Cities process during the
Second planning year.
6. Develop criteria and format for program
specific emphasis on impact of Model Cities
Model Neighborhood and on the governmental process
San Francisco.
3.

with
on the

Citizen Participation
1. This committee will be composed of residents of each
of the Model Neighborhoods with each neighborhood select•
ing two additional Model Neighborhood residents not from
the formal citizen participation structure to sit on this
committee. The functions of the committee will be:
a. To exchange ideas and experiences on how effectively
to involve residents in the Model Cities planning
process.
b. To explore new methods of such involvement
c. To review and upgrade policies and procedures
operation of the two citizen participation
d. To seek ways of improving the citizen
mechanisms in Model Cities.

4.

Planning and Evaluat

Functions

1. To review input into the overall agency
particular emphasis on the evaluation and continued
phases. (It will be essential for both groups to have
into this work program if ever full understanding of the
process and a rectification of the timing differential
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provide an excellent structure for
the identification of issues aristhe
's top level adminisContacts
formally request that each department of
government formally identify as a liaison person to
program a responsible contact person
held accountable for the flow of information
that agency and the Model Cities Agency. These
be great resources to the Model Cities process
simplify the task of information collection conoperations of departments and their potential
the Model Cities program.
resource people.
request of the CDA, the Mayor will also request
of each department where applicable, the assignment of resource people representing the various functions of des
divisions who will be assigned as part of the
function responsibility of technical assistance support
task forces in the various Model Neighborhood areas.
e people will be essential in the linking of government
and will provide instant answers and information concerning problems and programs run by City government in the various Model Neighborhoods. By the assignment
e personnel to the planning process, it will be
le to avert problems that would otherwise emerge.
will be able to be negotiated during the planning
rather than at the end. In addition, the CDA will
serve as the link between residents in the desolutions to neighborhood problems.
E

catalog lists the objectives and strategies ac-
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OBJECTIVES
an
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ly stimulating
for:
) 250 Pre-School children
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basis
a year
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5

on

offer parents a reliable resource
where up to 50 children a day can be
left when emergencies or other demands
make care of children difficult

, and to establi
Extended Day Care program
(the Day Care and Extended
projects)

Mission.

2. To provide a Drop In Center
temporar
and/or emergency child care for 50 child
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extent of need for this type of service
in the MNA. (Drop In Center project)
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HOUSING

Problem Area:

OBJECTIVES

area.
struction stage.

STRATEGIES
1.
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enance Corporation to serve
housing_needs of MNA
ing

1

2

new corporation to
groups
organizat
ing. (Hous
development
Citizen
icipation

2
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brought to
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Federal programs and to meet
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feasibi
Program
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the Act
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HOUSING (continued)
Problem Area.

STRATEGIES

OBJECTIVES

assistance to
to
not to
1

6.

to
landlords
to
t supplements
who cannot
bank rates. (Housing
)

.

11 be assis

7.

7.
with

.

the hous-

B. To increase community competence and

I

re

create a Publ
l relevant housing agencies
continuing technical assistance to the
corporation. (Continued Planning and
luation)

I

-

sophistication in the housing field.
8. To place three professional trainees
I
the MNA in the corporation and on the
staff of program consultants and to develop the expertise of those Board member
from the MNA. (Hiring Hall and Citizen
Participation project)
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HOUSING (continued)
Problem Area:
OBJECTIVES

9. To encourage housing related
economic development.

STRATEGIES

9. To plan for locally owned businesses
housing developments, to provide assistance to minority contractors through the
Manpower component, to use the land use
planning activities to pinpoint areas
for future commercial development, and
to develop banking relationships for
community through the housing component. (Housing Program and Minority
Contractors Association project)

LINKAGES

9. Manpower;
Economic
Development

C-22
EDUCATION
Problem Area:
OBJECTIVES
reduce bus
Mission.

0

STRATEGIES
out

1

t funds
lease/purchase
portables or other
ilities to retain children in Mission schools.(Physical Improvement project of the Education Program)

• To initiate continued interaction among
school administrators, teachers, paraprofessiona~ parents, and other interested residents in the 10 Mission elementary schools.

2. To plan for the expenditure of physical
improvement funds. (Physical Improvement
project)

• To undertake joint planning efforts to
change educational materials, curricula,
and teaching methods in 10 elementary
schools.

3. To expand physical improvement dialogue
to include educational quality activities. (Education program)

LINKAGES

1.

'

-

,Citizen
Participation
(MMNC)

2. Citizen Participation
(MMNC);Social
Services.
3. Citizen

To involve students and teachers in identifying classroom interests to be incorporated into major curricula changes.
• To assist private non-profit shcools in
the MNA.

4. To supply each teacher with $100 to be
used to involve students in curricula
change activities. To report classroom
activities to planning groups. (Qual
Educational project)

t

);

4
t

);

5. To make MC projects available to schools;l 5. Citizen Par
ticipation
to lease space from schools where avail(MMNC);
able; and to aid schools in obtaining
Housing
financial assistance.
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PARTICIPATION
Problem Area:

STRATEGIES

and Evalua-

local problems
2. To improve citizens' ability to analyze
delivery systems and increase their
understanding of services.

LINKAGES

2. To develop monitoring and evaluation
capability among residents, and to
develop residents participation in
projects.

2. All problem
areas.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Problem Area:

l. To assist local businessmen

LINKAGES

STRATEGIES

OBJECTIVES
order to

to increase their incomes.

1. To organize local
inessmen and assist
existing local bus
s associations, and
to locate businessmen in new sites.(Housing Program)

~.

To assist potential businessmen in open- ~2. To provide market and technical informaing businesses for which there is a stahl
tion to potential businessmen. (Housing
market.
Program)

~.

To assist local businessmen increase theif3· To bring businessmen into associations,
competitive ability through pooling reboth existing and new. (Housing Program)
sources.

f.

To explore possible use of large land
sites for commercial use.

'• To assist minority businessmen or
potential businessmen.

1. Housing;
Citizen Participation
(MMNC)
2 .. Housing;
Citizen Par ..
ticipation
(MMNC)
3.

"

II

If

II

4. To contract feasibility studies with
Stanford University and to utilize land
use study. (Housing Program)

4.

5. To provide community-based multi-lingual
technical assistance and to negotiate
area agreements expand use of minority
businessmen. (Minority Contractors Association project and Housing Program)

5. Housing;
Manpower;
Citizen Participation.
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TRANSPORTATION
Problem Area:

OBJECTIVES

LINKAGES

STRATEGIES

1. To maintain the effectiveness of the
present public transportation system
and to oppose consumer cost increases.

1. To support Municipal Railway activities;
to oppose fare increases; and to support
the use of public transportation.

1

Citizen
Participation

2. To increase resident employment and
incomes through full utilization of the
present transportation system.

2. To plan and negotiate job opportunities
with BART and Greyhound Bus Company.

2. Manpower

(MMNC)

c-26
ART AND CULTURE
Problem Area:
OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIES

1. To resist and change
titutional
contraints against local cultural
expressions.

1. To initiate criticism of explicit and
implicit domination of Anglo culture of
education, media, and the arts.

2. To increase facilities for working
community artists.

2. To seek new space and new uses of existing facilities.

LINKAGES

1. Citizen Par ..
ticipation
(MMNC);

Education

3. To celebrate and support multi-ethnic,
multi-racial, and multi-cultural art
forms and expressions.

2. Housing;
Citizen Participation;
3. To support fiestas and other local artisEducation
tic and cultural expressions.
3. Citizen
Participation;
Education
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HEALTH

Problem Area:

STRATEGIES

OBJECTIVES

1.

To expand health care to residents not
receiving services.

I 1.

LINKAGES

11.

To publicize existing health agencies
C~t~zen. Parand programs more widely in the comt~c~pat~on.
munity.
II
II
2. To develop an area health planning coun- I 2.
cil with technical assistance to be
provided to health consumers.

2. To coordinate existing health services.

I

3. Toservice
define the community's health
gaps.

I

3. To research priority health needs more
thoroughly and to develop projects on
these specific health problems.

13.

"

II
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POLICE AND COMMUNITY JUSTICE
Problem Area:

OBJECTIVES
1. To make MNA streets safe for
residents.
2. To eliminate police harrassment especially of the youth.

LINKAGES

STRATEGIES
1. To involve residents in community crime control activities;
to develop more police beat
patrols.
2. To bring police and youth together to establish mechanisms
for solving tense community
situations.

1.

2.

tizen Participation
If

II
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PROJECTS TO BE FUNDED AS TREY RELATE TO OVERALL OBJECTIVES

1.

Capacity to Deal With
Institutions

Hiring Hall

2.

Capacity to Develop a
Stable Community

3. Capacity to Increase Conlridence
of Citizens in Institutions and
thP C.itv

Hiring Hall
Legal Services

Legal Services
Minority Contractors Association

Minority Contractors Assoc.

Obreros

Obreros

OBECA

OBHCA

Day Care

Day Care

Extended Day Care

Extended Day Care

Drop In Center

Drop In Center
Improvemen~

Education:Physical Improvements

Education:Physical Improvements

Education:Physical

Education: Quality Education

Education: Quality Education

Education: Quality Education

Citizen Participation(MMNC)

Citizen Participation (MMNC)

Citizen Participation (MMNC)

Housing Development and Community
Maintenance Corporation

Housing Development and Community Maintenance Corporatior

Housing Development and Community
Maintenance Corporation

educational, s
ren. To
fessionals

program.
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Member centers
j

2

and,
center
of the center
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)
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e and
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t
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Community Hiring
various positions to

s
Director
8,
center

s

various methods for
necessary for Title
year from sources other
funds include:
1.) retaining
separate account to
first action year;

E.

2.)

negotiating a waiver
to be used as

3.)

analyzing the
mental funds to
facilities as well
be housed.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
Consortium composed of ten
Mission and involved in child
related services will
funds and the Department of Social
funds under Title IV-A (HEW). The
junction with the MMNC and
1
necessary staff for the
every case, staff will first
Community Hiring Hall. If a
without a qualified applicant, s
outside the Model Cities Area.
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TIMETABLE
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Sites:
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Weeks 1 and 2, locate and rent site
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Weeks 3 through 8, remodel
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Weeks 3 through 8, purchase and
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Staffing:
(a)

Weeks 1 and 2, Executive Director hired

(b)

Weeks 3 and 4, Executive Director hires
Director of center
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Week 5 through 8, Director hires necessary s
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Weeks 9 through 12, Staff will
and working relationship, making use
resources and other needed assistance.

FUNDING

(See Full Day Child Care
Sec. D.)

E.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

F.

COORDINATION

(See Full
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(See Full Day Child Care
School, Sec. F.)

EVALUATION AND MONITORING
Because the drop-in center is intended
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focus of need for short-term child care services,
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drop-in child care facilities as
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CENTRAL COORDINATING BODY
Central Coordinating Body is the
istrative body of the entire day care program. In addition
to working with the Department of Social Services, any other
coordination efforts with various community services will
handled by the Central Coordinating Body. These
functional responsibilities might include:
designing and contracting in-s
programs for staff

training

providing administrative liaison with health,
education, and recreation agencies and programs
available throughout the City
negotiating and administrating equipment and
service donations from the private sector
generally overseeing program and community
activities seeking to augment the day care
program
and functional policy decision-making
each center rest with the center's
Chairman or Chairwoman of each parent board will
with the Executive Director and Center
coordination purposes.

BUDGET
Central Coordinating Body for the
Day Care Program
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COMMUNITY HIRING HALL
A. PURPOSE AND BENEFICIARIES
1. Purpose
a. To establish a fair method of distributing previously
unavailable jobs to MNA residents;
b. To involve the unemployed and underemployed themselves
in the job distribution mechanism;
c. To serve as a registration center for the unemployed
where they can be identified and linked up with.other
unemployed persons in various self-help activities in
the conmunity;
d. To develop a mechanism for placing MNA residents who are
skilled, semi-skilled, or interested in obtaining skills
in the construction industry;
e.To develop a pool of construction workers available for
employment with contractors to meet their obligations
under CDA Letter #11, Executive Order 11246, and whatever area agreement evolves in San Francisco;
f. To develop a central mechanism for referral of paraprofessionals in job development through the CDP to
meet the requirements of the Resident Employment Plan;
g. To develop eligibility lists for residents benefitting
from other jobs generated through the Resident Employment Plan,
including Civil Service jobs.
2. Beneficiaries
The specific beneficiaries will be those unemployed or
underemployed men and women from the MNA who secure employment placement and referral services through the Community
Hiring Hall. The broader community will benefit from
increased stability, increased net incomes, and other
secondary benefits which accompany empl~yment~
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B. CONTENT AND OPERATION

The CoDDUni ty
for over one year, and has
source
over
100 jobs. MNA res
to j
the activities
of the Hiring Hall as
other community activities
related to employment. Through the Communi
Hall,
the unemployed can become involved in activities
lead
to job development, j
training , and job
unemployed are encouraged to
other
underemployed persons in the Hiring Hall.
The services of
are open to
of the MNA who needs as
tance in securing employment.
Residents are expected
.........""""' motivated on
job and
to become excellent employees once they are placed in jobs.
The Community Hiring Hall
residents for referral
to essential services and to jobs as they become available.
If the applicant's registration form indicates that he has
had special experience or training, his specific job
will be identified and the Community Hiring Hall staff
will seek suitable placement.
All positions that become available through supplemental
funds or through HUD funded
ects in the Miss
including the construction trades, will be referred
the Community Hiring Hall. If no applicant can be
to fill professional positions within two (2)
the position becomes available, the staff will
the CDA director that the position should be
applicants living outside the MNA.
The Community Hiring
will also
a
persons qualified in each
the Building Trades
MNA residents and minority persons for referral to
that become available through
and Executive Order 11246.
It is estimated that
Hiring Hall will
into at least 25 agreements
which
two (2) jobs per month for
12 months, or 600 j
per year. In addition, some 250 jobs will be created
the Model Cities
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It
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ac
Resident
placed by

A worker
two hours
who have
purpose of
the types
to
procedures, taxes
and disability
systems.

community
activities
The Training
of assuring
are available
profes
will
C. TIMETABLE

The Hiring
are being used
for the reorganization
of additional s
execution of

D. FUNDING
Supplemental funds are
administrative costs of
relied almost exclusively
time assistance
total budget
$99,
, with
and $22,125 covering adminis
E. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

The Community Hiring Hall
be operated
corporation created to
the
corporation will assure the operational
the Community Hiring Hall from the Citizen
project of the Model Cities Program.
The Community Hiring Hall will be a California
corporation governed by a Board of
of fifteen (15) members. Five (5) of these me~E!rs
be appointed by the MMNC; five members will be
persons registered with the Hiring Hall; and five
will be appointed by the Mayor from the business
communities.
The Board will administer the funds appropriated
operation of this project and will serve as
board concerning the operation of the Hiring
The staffing pattern for the project will

Hiring Hall
Coordinator

Trainer
Worker
Training
Coordinator
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F. COORDINAITON

The Hiring Hall will serve as
Model Cities Manpower
with CEP, HRD, and NABS JOBS,
and job placement activities. The
Manpower
will work to further this coordination, and
assure
the coordination of the interrelated manpower
the Model Cities Program.
G. EVALUAITON AND M>NITORING

A system of regular data reporting relative to performance
will be collected by CDA evaluation staff
This information
will be provided to the MMNC Employment Task Force Team
as well. A random sampling of the data will be checked
by members of the evaluation staff and the MMNC Employment
Task Force Team to assure its accuracy.
Data to be accumulated:
1. Number of persons registered with the Community Hiring
2. Number of persons placed in jobs, their j
ation, entry salary, and name of employer;
3. Number of persons retained in jobs after 3
months, and one year;
4. Number of persons receiving either job and/or
promotions;
5. Number of companies, agencies, etc.,
jobs;
6. Number of contracts and job commitments obtained
7. Number of construction workers listed with the Hiring
by craft, union status, and skill level;
8. Number of MNA residents referred by the Community
Hall to jobs in relation to job classification and
hired.

Subjective evaluations will be
as part
evaluation procedures through the creation of Participant
Committees to be established at each
or employment site.
In addition, the opinions of those registered with the
Hiring Hall will be sought by the MMNC Employment Task
Force Team. Unemployed and newly-employed workers will
provide monthly evaluations to the Task Force Team. The
Task Force Team will inform the MMNC Board of any problems
arising from the projects. The MMNC Board will
reports
with the CDA evaluation staff and the CDA director.
H. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Citizen participation is assured through the involvement
of residents in the evaluation and monitoring procedures.
The Participant Committees will provide resident perception
and participation in the on-going operation of the project
and will have direct access to the MMNC Task Force Team
and Board meetings.
I. RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT
The Hiring Hall is the core of the Resident Employment
and the mechanism through which residents will secure
generated by Model Cities funds.

J. MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT
The Hiring Hall is an on-going community function.
present level of effort will be substantially
as a result of this project.

Its
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COMMUNITY HIRING HALL BUDGET
No. of Months

Personnel

Hall Coordinator
12
12
1 Trainer (v~rker Education)
1 Community Worker
12
1 Construction Coordinator
12
2 Secretaries ($550 per mo. ea.) 12
12
1 Training Coordinator
Total Salaries
Fringe Benefits computed at 12%
Gross Salaries
1

Annual
Salary
$13,000
12,480
10,000
10,000
13,200
102000
68,680

a. Uta

76,922

Contract Services: Operating costs
(Utilities, telephone, insurance,
printing, postage, accounting services)

8,500

Space:

1,200

Travel:

($100 per month x 12 months)
local travel at 4,000 miles per mo.

5,200

Consumable Supplies:
(office supplies •••••••••••••••••••••• $625
(materials Preparation-Worker
education ••••••••••••••••.••••••••• $2, 000
Lease/Purchase Equipment
(office furniture for 6 personnel,
office equipment and copier machine)

TOTAL BUDGET

4,600

$99' 047

E

·SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94-110 • (4-15) 64-7-314-0

April 15, 1971

Miss Ezquerro and Mr. McCone:
Over the past few months, the MCO has worked in close cooperation with the
sion Model Neighborhood Corporation and the staff of the City Demonstration
ncy in the planning and deve~opment of the Communigy Hiring Hall project.
The Community Hiring Hall proposal will go far in expanding the scope of
services which the MCO is presently capable of delivering to the residents of
the Mission. We encourage a speedy and successful review by the Board of
Supervisors and HUD so that we may begin to implement the services outlined
in the proposal.
forward to a continued relationship with the MMNC and the CDA through
Model Cities Program.
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OBECA* -- RiFERRAL AND FOLLOW-UP

PURPOSE AND BENEFICIARIES

2.

(a)

To refer un~mployed ~nd underemployed to the essentiel services needed to eliminate barriers to
jobs developed by the Community Hiring Hall.

(b)

To follm·;r-up job placement S'ecured by the Community Hiring Hall; and to eliminate obstacles that
occur for those in new job situations.

Beneficiaries
The previously ~unemployed or underemployed who obtain
jobs through the Community Hiring Hall.

B.

CONTENT AND OPERATION

1.

Essential Services
-----------Prio'!:." to place!nent on a job, an individual will fill
out <:::. job registration form indicating job experience,
interest, and p.::.st specific problems in obtaining employment. If the individual needs assistance in filling
out this form it shall be provided by the OBECA staff.
If the individual is in need of additional services to
obtain employrr.ent, he will be referred to the following
sources:
Hr..:.J.lth Tre.'!tme:nt Services - Mission Health Center
for 100 who cannot presently qualify for service
because they have inco.-n.es above the poverty criteria.
Driver Training - For up to 100 who do not have li~nses
a.nd who .are determined to need one for job placement.
Tra.naportation - The provision of funds for transportation
for the first months of employment for up to 150
people (2 pe~ple per month for a year in six or more
industries in San Mateo County).
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Day Care and After School Care - First priority on use
of day care facilities provided by S.1pplementary
funds for up to 300 children of persons placed in
job or training through the Community Hiring Hall.
Language Training - (See Obrero Proposal) - saturation
language training for up to 100 referred to the
Language Training Center for an average of three
months intensive English language experience.
Legal Services (See Legal Services Proposal) service
for up to 200 applicants with problems of citizenship, immigration, arrest records, juvenile court
records, conviction records, debt granishment,
licensing and c~edentialing barriers and other
legal problems that serve as a bar to employment;
as will as leg~l service to victims of job discrimination.
Worker's Education (See Community Hiring Hall Proposal)
information on unions, workmen's compensation, union
organization, seniority rules, taxes, social security
and other problems that are likely to improve the
understanding of workers in job situations, for all
persons registered with the Community Hiring Hall.
Other problems will be attended to by OBECA staff or the
individual will be referred to an appropriate community
agency. It will be the responsibility of OBECA to followup to assure that the service is obtained when an individua: is referred to another agency. OBECA will have
small amounts of cash available for participant emergencies.
If the applicant's Re~istration Form indicates that he has
had special experience or training, the specific job need
will be ide~tified and the Community Hiring Hall staff will
attempt to find a placement that is suitable above and
beyond the usual job referral system.
2.

Follow-Up
Once the individual is placed in a job he;; T,Till be assigned
to a member of the OBECA follow-up staff who will keep in
close touch with t~e individual and his employer to assure
that all job-related problens are solved and the individual

OBECA
s

c.

D..

E.

F.

social
participants
G.
to performance

1.

Data to
(

be
Employment
checked

uccumulated:
of

persc~s

of service

served by classi
required that were not
s for the s

(b)

retained in jobs
, 1 year

(c)

1 month,

loyers in terms of employee
successes on the job.

(

participants referred to various
s
(

sessment of

of services

"''"'.,,.._._.... ttces
utilized
services of
feedback on
usefulness and quality
and will report to the MMNC Employment Task
A
of the report will be
Force
the CDA Ev2luation Staff. The MMNC Employment
filed
Task Force vJill info:n11 the ~-1MNC Board of all problems
The W1NC Board will file its report
that are
with the CDA Evaluation Staff and the CDA Director.
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H.
is assured in the involvement of
evaluation and monitoring procedure.
self-help employee groups will provide
resident perception and participation in the ongoing
of
program, with these groups having direct
access to l~C Task Force and Board meetings as well as
providing information to the CDA Evaluation Staff~

I.
All po tions \vill be filled in compliance with the
resident employment plan.

J.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFOhT
This project extends the core of services presently supported
by OBECA; there is no adequate follow-up function now being
performed. The project neither replaces nor duplicates an
existing effort by OBECA ar other community agencies.
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BUDGET
OBECA FOLLOW-UP & REFERRAL CENTER

1 Director

Service Coordinator
7 Follow & Referral Sp •
2 Secretaries

Monthly
Salary

%of
Time

1,666
1,083
666
550

25%
100
100
100

4/ of
months

5,000
13,000
56,000
13,200

12
12
12
12

tal Salaries
Fringe Benefits computed at 12%

87' 200
10,464

es
Contract Services - Operating costs:
(Utilities, telephone, insurance, postage,
printing, accounting service)
Space:

97,664
6,400

($100.00 per month x 12 months)

Travel:

Total

1, 200

Local travel

1,750

Consumable supplies:

1,375

Lease/purchase Equipment: Office furniture and
equipment for 11 personnel.

3,500

Other:

25,750

1)

2)
3)

Health treatment services: 100 persons at
$50.00 per individual •••••••••••••••• 5,000
Driver Training Courses:
100 persons at
$100.00 per course ••••••••••••••••••• lO,OOO
Transportation - bus tickets for persons
working on jobs in San Mateo for first
month after placement: 150 persons x $45.00 ea.
•

4)

•

•

o •

•

•

•

•

e

•

•

•

•

e o o

•

o •

e

•

o o e •

•

e •

•

o •

•

e e

•

•

6' 7 50

Emergency Fund ••.•••••••••••••••••••• 4,000-----------

Total Budget

$137,639
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April 14, 1971

Miss Luisa Ezquerro
Mr. Michael McCone
Model Cities Program
45 Hyde Street
San Francisco, California

'

I

~

Dear Miss Ezquerro and Mr. McCone:
Over the past few months, Organization for Business, Education and Community
Advancement
worked in close cooperation with the Mission Model Neighborhood Corporation and the staff of the City Demonstration Agency in the
planning and development of the manpower training and development project.
The manpower proposal will go far in expanding the scope of services which
OBECA/Arriba Juntos is presently capable of delivering to the residents of
the Mission. We encourage a speedy and successful review by the Board of
Supervisors and HUD so that we may begin to. implement the services outlined
in the proposal.
We look forward to a continued relationship with the MMNC and the CDA through
the course of the Model Cities Program.
Sincerely yours,

__,.!'

'

L,Z.: -'/- ~,(-''"'·f.'

teandro P. Soto
Executive Director

LPS/vc

A.
1.

Purpose:

a.

b.

c.

2.

ish as a s
loyed res
is a

l~~guage to unemployed
s of the Mission for
barrier for

with techniques to
the
speaking abil
of the non-English
residents to gain sufficient language
competitive employment
es.
assist the
1
and semiskill
to more
productive employment levels by removing language
barriers to employment.

Beneficiaries:
The unemployed or underemployed men and women with
serious language difficulties who are actively s
ing jobs or upgrading employment opportunities.

B.

CONTENT AND OPERATION
An intens
Engli
as a second language
be conducted 8 hours a day~ 5 days a week for about
MNA residents at any given time. These resident will
be referred to OBREROS from the Community Hiring Hall.
With an average course term of 3 months,
is expected
that the project will s
some 100 residents who are
unable to secure adequate
loyment opportunities because
of language inabil ies. Once the 'ustudents"
attained
a working command of
ish, they will be referred
to the Hiring Hall
placement in jobs.
Entry level
program will resemble a pyramid
structure. A student who knows no English will enter
a class of from 10 to 12 students at the beginners
level and will remain in the class for approximately
one month. He will then move into an intermediate class,

A.
1.

Puroose:
a.

t

and
whom

to

b.

c.

2.

ten
non-English
language
es.

assist
and semiskill
to more
productive employment levels by removing language
barriers to employment.

Beneficiaries:
The unemployed or underemployed men
women
serious language
fficulties who are actively s
ing jobs or upgrading employment oppor
es.

B.

CONTENT AND OPERATION

An intensive English as a second language
be conducted 8 hours a day, 5 days a week
MNA residents at any given time. These
dents will
be referred to OBREROS
the Community Hiring Hall.
With an average course term of 3 months, it
expected
that the project
1 service some 100 residents who are
unable to secure adequate employment opportunities because
of language
it s. Once the ;1 students"
attained
a working command of English,
will be referred
to the Hiring Hall for placement in jobs.
Entry level into the program will resemble a pyramid
structure. A student who knows no English will enter
a class of from 10 to 12 students at the beginners
level and will remain in the class for approximately
one month. He will then move into an intermediate class,

17
composed
to
there for another
he will then be p
intensive conversational
specialized vocabulary of
j
to
placed in. Tutors will be responsible for no more than
two students at one

'

All students
1 attend c
s four hours
day from
8:00 a.m.until noon. Afternoons will be devoted to
individual tutoring and an allowance of one hour of free
time. During this hour students may watch television
or English language movies,(read books comic books~ or
mazazines in English) practice with the language laboratory
or in conversation with each other in English.
Additional Components of the Project:
1.

Each student will be required to go through a day
of orientation prior to entering the program, during
which the course of study, the method of study, and
learning English will be discussed at length, along
with his previous experience at learning English.
He will self-evaluate his learning potential and
participate in determining his areas of weakness.
His particular program will be determined on this
basis, as well as specific tests.

2.

Each student will make a pledge not to speak Spanish
during the time he is in the building and that he will
practice his English as often as possible when he is
not in the building.

3.

Field trips outside of the MNA to other parts of
San Francisco and the Bay Area will be a regular
feature of the prograQ to enable the students to
practice their English in real situations and to
broaden their perspectives in general.

4.

Tutors will be selected who represent a variety of
dialects and personal experiences. Many will be
volunteers working on a part-time basis; they will
be assigned to specific students according to
studentsv interests, job goals, and residency in
the Mission.
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5.

Students will be evaluated on a
is to
determine their progress and their schedule
returning to the Hiring Hall for job placement.
(It is anticipated by previous experience that
approximately 10% of the students will not complete
the course.)

6.

Upon completion of the program, graduates will be
encouraged to continue on a regular basis at the
Center to further improve their English.

C.

TIMETABLE
The
program.
sta:t:t
able

D.

er
e

FUNDING
The

budget for
s
ect will involve $217,099 of
1 be consumed
for
funds. $150,064
one year. The balance is divi
among direct
costs
(such as equipment) and stipends to students.

E.

PROJECT ADHINISTRATION
The Centro Social Obrero, with a membership of 500 Spanish-surname
construction workers, will be the sponsoring agency. The Center's
Board of Directors composed of 10 elected members of the Obreros
sets the overall policy of the school. In addition to
s vocational training programs sponsored by Department of Labor, the
Center administers classes of English as a second language sponsored by the San Francisco Community College District, the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation and Arriba Juntos. Through
private funds derived from
Fleishhacker, Zellerbach and
Lurie foundations the Center also operates a practical Spanish
language course for the San Francisco Police Department. This
project is a specific estension of the on-going language training function of
Center and will be related
the following
manner:

I

TOTAL

I

~~

16 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

I

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'

I

LANGUAGE CENTER
STAFF

The
fol

tern

FOR

--·--: I BOOKKEEPER I

lj·-i __ ----I
SECRETARY

I

I ~-JANiTOR--,

. COORDINATOR

ITEiCHER l--i !
.

-

ITEACHERr·

j

EDUCATION
COORDINATOR

i

:·
13

TUTORS I

·1 full time!

1

·

I_______
;

LANGUAGE
SPECIALIST

·

I

1.------

! 19 TUTORS I
l full timei

F.

COORDINATION

By the nature of the referral relationship, the project
will be coordinated closely with the Hiring Hall, as
well as with the OBECA project. The operation of the
Centeo Social Obrero Language and Vocational School
is presently coordinated with CEP through financial
assistance and HRD by referral arrangements. Continued
coordination will be assured through MOO and the CDA
Manpower Specialist.
G.

EVALUATION AND MONITORING

Regular reporting of data relative to performance will
be filed with the CDA Evaluation Staff and the MMNC
Employment Task Force. A rando~ sampling of the data
will be checked by members of the Evaluation Staff.
Data to be Accumulated:

1.

2.

Number of years educat
to
Previous
served

3.
4

5

on
program
Number

se
are

remains
program.
ish lang;.1age performance on
job,length of time
total
dropouts

Participant Committees who have utilized C::1EROS will
have feedback on the usefulnE 1 and quality of the service
and will report to the MHNC Employment '.i'ask Force on a
monthly basis. ~ copy of the report will be filed with
the CDA Evaluation Staff.. The NMNC Employment Task
Force will
the ~J~~C Board of all problems that
are
The l~~C 3oard will file its report
with the CDA Evaluation Stafi and the CDA Director.

Citizen pa:;:ticipation is assured in the involvement of
citizens in the ev::::Iuc:.tion and.rnoni toring procedure.
The MI-~~NC organi:::;.cc~ self~help employee groups will provide
resident pe~"eept~_.)n nr:.d pc.:;:.·ticipati::m in the ongoing
operation of the progr~m, with these groups having·
direct access to HMNC Task Force and. Board meetings as
well as p~>:'oviding informJ.tion to the CDA Evaluation
Staff,

::'.c.sidents -:vill receive first priority in the selection
of st.s.£f for th~ project, Staff selsction will be made
in conjr.nct:Lon vJlth ::he Hiring Hall, and it is likely
that all st.s..fi J?OSitions 1·1ill be filled with HNA
residents, (It may be desirable to include some tutors
from outside the NNA.)
J.

'-

Language training is an ongoing function of Centro
Social Obrero Languege and Vocational School. It 1 s
capabilities are being expanded through this project.
25% of the staff tine of the existing director is
being devoted to overseeing the project to assure effective
coordinatio-::1 ,. The project does not replace or duplicate
existing training efforts.

Budget
Obrero's Language C:enter
Personnel:
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
9

1
1
1

Monthly
Salary
1,833
1,200
950
850
800
950
500
500
600
600
600

Director
Deputy Director
Teacher Coordinator
Education Coordinator
Language Specialist
Teachers
Tutors
Tutors
Bookkeeper
Secretary
Janitor

Percent Number
of Time Months
12
25%
12
100
100
12
100
12
100
12
12
100
12
100
12
50
100
12
12
100
12
80

Total Salaries
Fringe Benefits computed at 13%

132,800
17,264

Gross Salaries:
Consultants & Contract Services:
1) Consultants- for psychological
& language ability evaluation
$75.00 per day x 10 days ....... .
2) Contract Services & Operating

150,064
3,050
750

2' 300
(utilities, printing, telephone,
insurance, postage, etc.)
Space: $500.00 per month plus $12,000 for
renovation
costs . ....

0

••

0

••••••

0

••

e

0

•

(>

0

••

"

5,
14,400
11,4
10,200
9,600
22,800
18,000
27,000
7,200
7,200
6,000

•

18,000

Consumable supplies: General office supplies
& instructional materials for students ($300)

1,362

Lease/Purchase of Equipment

1,783

Other:
1) 5 bus trips per week ($2.50 x 52 weeks x
24 students) .....................• 3,000
2) Stipends at $80.00 per week ($1,920
x 52 weeks x 24 students) ......... 99,840

Total Budget:

102,840

$277,099

CENTRO SOCIAL OBRERO

An Injury
fo One

(Mexican Leallue of the Construction W.orhrs of North America)

is An
Injury to
All

2929 - 19tn Street

-"' UNUlOS 1/ErlCEllE.\IOS'"
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San Francisco, California 94110
282-1100

•

Miss Luisa Ezquerro

Mr. Michael McCone
Model Cities Progrru~
45 Hyde Street
San Francisco, California
Dear Miss Ezquerro and Mr. McCone:
Over the past few months,
in close cooperation ;-rith
ar.d the staff of the City
development of the Obrero

the Centro Social Obrero, Inc. has worked
the Hission Model neighborhood Corporation
Demonstration Agency in the planning and
Laneuage Center project.

The Obrero Language Center proposal will go far in expanding the
of services which the Centro Social Obrero, Inc. is presently
of delivering to the residents of the Mission. We encourage
a speedy and successful review by the Board of S_upervisors and
HUD so that we may begin to implement the services outlined in the
We look forward to a continued relationship with the
through the course of the Model Cities Program.

~ftJC

and the CDA

Sin;»;J~fj
/

~Gonzalez,
;;;;ident

./

A.

Pl1RPOSE AND BENEFICIARIES
To provide legal ass
placement through the
der to eliminate
citizenship, imrr1igra
records, debt, etc. Rec
will be those unemployed and underemployed waiting for placement
through the Community Hiring Hall.

B.

CONTENT AND OPERATION
A variety of legal pr0blems·frequen;tly-harrass the
poor and the minority groups and act as a barrier
to their e4forts to obtain employment. Many youth
have Juvenile Court . records which a'J_though they
should not be, neve
less are released to employers.
Other employers refuse to hire an individual with
an arrest record, even if no Complaint was ever issued.
Many have citizenship, immigration and visa problems ·
that can be solved by legal action, othe~have long
history of debts and their salaries can be garnisheed
as soon as they start working, thus dampening the motivation to work, as well as posing threat of severance by ·
some employers. Conviction records can be closed and
public record purged of this data, but t
legal remedy
is rarely afforded the poor. The problems of licensing
and credentialing immigrants, and others who have received
their training in other countries will be addressed.
Individual legal assistance
11 be afforded applicants
needing legal services. In addition, underlying legal
and constitutional problems
11 be examined by the staff
and if cases present themselves that warrant court
t
cases, or cases of MNRs who have been victims of job
discrimination the staff will undertake legal action on
manpower related problems.

C•

TIMETABLE
San Francisco Neighborhood Legal Ass tance Foundation is
a fully operational program. staff will be selected during
the HUD review period, and the project will be ~perational
when the contract for funding is let.

D.

FUNDING
With the exception of space and equipment costs, which
will be supplied by San Francisco Neighborhood Legal

Assistance Foundation,
of supplemental
$11,27-5 will supp
E.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
The project will
co
borhood Legal Assistance
, a private,
fit organization funded by O.E.O. to provide legal
services to the poor. The staff of the project will be
assigned to the Miss
Area Office and will report to the
director of that office. The Legal Reform Unit of the Legal
Assistance Foundation will direct the work on basic legal
reform to be undertaken.
The administration of the project is portrayed in the following chart:
i-·:-........., -----·· ....... ·····-·--------········,

I SAN
1

FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOOD J
LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION

---·--

. . .!. ____

I MISSIONDIRECTOR
AREA OFFICE I

··---'

1

---~~---

1

·-·--··

ISUPPLEMENTAL LEGAL SERVICES
/ /J
LAWYER
/

----......__.,!

:_Secretary
F.

~

COORDINATION

~--------'-·---·

--.__!

LEGAL AIDE --~

--------·

The project will
coordinated with the legal ass tance effort being supported by the Mission Area Office,
by virtue of its administrative dependence. Further, its
coordination with other projects in the employment component will be assured by the OBECA staff, MMNC Manpower
Task Force and the CDA Manpower Specialist.
G.

EVALUATION AID MONITORING
Regular reporting of data relative to performance will
be filed with the CDA Evaluation Staff and the MMNC
Employment Task Force. A random sampling of the data
will be checked by members of the evaluation staff.

26
Data to Be Accumulated:
l.
2.

3.
4.

Numbers served;
catalog of legal prob
Problems addressed on
Results of efforts,

.s

~

Participant Committees who have utilized the legal
services will have feedback on the usefullness and
quality of the service and will report to the MMNC
Employment Task Force on a monthly basis. A copy of
the report will be filed with the CDA Evaluation staff.
The MMNC Employment Task Force will inform the MMNC
Board of all problems that are uncovered. The MMNC
Board will file its report with the CDA Evaluation
Staff and the CDA Director.
H.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Citizen Participation is assured in the involvement of
citizens in the evaluation and monitoring procedure.
The MMNC organized self-help employee groups will
provide resident perception and participation in the
ongoing operation of the program~ with these groups
having direct access to MMNC Task Force and Board
meetings as well as providing information to the CDA
Evaluation Staff.

I.

RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT
MNA residents will receive priority in the selection
of the three staff supported by this project. It is
expected that the Legal Aide and the Secretary will
be MNA residents.

J.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT
The Mission Area Office of the Neighborhood Legal
Assistance Foundation is understaffed to satisfy the
legal assistance needs of the MNA. This project will
add staff to this office in a specific functional area:
employment barriers. The project neither replaces nor
duplicates the on-going efforts, but rather extends
the current scope of services of the ~ffice.

7
BUDGET
Legal Services
Personnel:

Monthly
Salary

1
1
1
1

1,333
1,000
667

Supervisor
Lawyer
Legal Aide
Secretary

Percent Number
of time Months
12
25%
100
12
100
100

5_50

Total Salaries
Fringe Benefits computed at 12%

Gross Salaries

12

12

Total
4,000
12,000
8,000

li, eoo

30,6@])
3,672

34,272

Contract Services - Operating costs:
(Utilities, telephone, insurance,
postage, printing)
Space:

In-Kind, provided

Travel:

Local staff travel at .11¢ per mile

b~

4,400

Legal Services Association
2,000

Consumable supplies:
875
Equipment: In-Kind, provided by Legal Services Association
Other: Legal Costs:
4,000
Court costs, transcripts, filing fees

Total Budget:

MAIN OFFICE
1095 MARKET STREET-SUIT!:: 30Z
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94103
TE!..EPHONE (415) 626..:3811

Miss Luisa Ezquerro
Mr. Michael McCone

Model Cities Program
45 eyde Street
San Francisco, California
Dear Miss Ezquerro and• Mr. McCone:
Re:

Mission Model Neighborhood Comprehensive Development
Plan - 1911 - 1972

Over the past few months, the Mission Law Office of the
San Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation has worked in
close cooperation with the Mission Model Neighborhood
the staff of the City Demonstration Agency in the planning and development
of the Legal Services Program of the Manpower project.
The Legal Services Program proposal will go far in "'..,..1:'""... '"'"'"·"'-'6
the scope of services which the San Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assistance
Foundation is presently capable of delivering to the residents
the
Mission. We encourage a spee~ and successful review by the Board
Supervisors and HUD so that we may begin to implement
services
in the proposal.
We look forward to a continued relationship
the CDA through the course of the Model Cities Program.
incerely,

{-(~(JjQ
John 0. Stewart
Coordinator
·,

JOS:bj
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2.

To create
ance to secure
e

Beneficiaries
The small minority contractors
as well as minori
building
trained for j
in
construction

B.

contractors

MNA,

and

CONTENT AND OPERATION
The Minority Contractors Associat
small minority contractors to
in the following
air conditioning, roo
though there are several
MNA that can
shops can a
A $200,000 revolving
of operation as backing
tees, and lease/purchase
tractors.
Bonding is
essent 1
ority contractors to a
struction contracts. Present
history of successful and appropriate construct
cowpatible with
size and nature of the job
or financing is sought. Further,
construct
assets must be sufficiently great to off-set
No single minority contractor can
substantial job. The Association will, therefore,
ficient professional and financial backing, util
solidated experiences and assets of its members to
member contractor or group of contractors to meet

te

orpro, and

c.
contractors
MNA in
group will continue during the
It is anticipated
necesled with the State and that the
reready

D.
on s
lemental
onnel (
luding cons
overhead, and $
t
$248,796.
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sion MNA
Therefore$ the
as a non-pro t
contractors to operate the
tance from the Assoc
will
in the Mission.
The
a nine-member Board
D
ectors, 3
6 elected by
ipating
minority contractors. A core of two staff personnel will rely
on consultant
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such
tional areas as est
managmentt
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chart:

DIRECTOR

R_E_vo_L_v_r_N_G_.

- - - - - - - .. - !l. _ _
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F.
an
cgral part o~ the employment and economic
onents of
e CDP.
When the Association becomes
contracts are '\von by i'-INA-based companies, jobs will
become
lable, and the reso11rces of the Hi ring Hall, OBECA
and OBREROS wi2.1 be c led upon. The t-Jt;fNC EII!:ployment Task Force
along wi
the CDA Program A~~a Specialists, ~ill assure the
continued coordination of this project with other project
activities.

G.

ITORIHG

EVALUATI

Regular Yeporti
of d?ta relative to performance will
be fil
with the CDA
luation Staff and the M~!NC
1
t
k
rce. A random sampling of the data
will
e
ers of the evaluation staff.
a to Re Ar:cumulated:
~r

(

)

Number

and
o{

pes of contractors involved;
contre1.cts bid by members;

(

Dollar amount of contracts;

(e)

Source of funds;

(

Type of services o ered, cost of services, and number
of contr~ctors i~volved in the services.
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ic ant
nority
on the usefu
report to
basis.

ttees who have u li
s
tractors Association w 11 have
li
of
e s
ce, and will
Employment
k Force on a monthly
the report
11 be fil
with the CDA
t f. The M~INC Employment Task Force will
inform
e i H-1NC Board of all problems that are uncovered.
The nMNC Board will file its report with the CDA Evaluation St
the CDA Director.

H.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
assured in the involvement of
Ci zen part1c1pation
citizens in the evaluation and monitoring procedure.
The Hi\lNC organized self- relp employee groups will provide
resi
perception and participation in the ongoing
ration
the program, with these groups havinr, direct
access to MMNC Task Force and Board meetings as well as
providing information to the CDA Evaluation Staff.

I.

RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT
MNA residents will receive priority consideration for
the staff position in the Association as well as for
those jobs generated by the activities of the project, in
conformity with the Resident Employment Plan.

J.

~~INTENANCE

OF EFFORT

Because
ere is no agency in the MNA currently operating
ject wi
s ilar and such wide-ranging scope, this
ject will neither replace r.or duplicate an existing
cal effort.
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The structure for the
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The s
c~nsultant

func

..
at

The s
(see
F.

COORDINATION
projects

The
will be
There
as they

Coordination
pnysical developments
to the neighborhood will be assured through the Public Agency Task Force.
G.

EVALUATION AND MONITORING
The activities and operation of
evaluated and
monitored
to the procedure es
CDA in
conjunction
the Mission Model Neighborhood Corporation.
The following
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

measures

examined:

How
ects have
FHA
ability?
What
proposed rental
How
are there
How many loans have been secured
institutions
housing rehabilitation?
How many grants and interest supplement
in conjunction with these loans?
How many contracts were awarded
of the Minori
Contractors Association?
How many local
inessmen were
mixed development?

These ou~put measures
tives which
1 be estab
the Corporation and
CDA.
H.

to

.

?

were made

objecbetween

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Citizen participation

assured at all levels.

Specifically,

H-7

the citizens will play an active role in the s
Board of Directors. Fur-ther, the evaluation
monitoring will involve the MMNC and the CDA
I.

RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT
In accordance with the Resident Employment
Model
Cities Program, residents of the neighborhood will receive priority for those staff positions in the administration of the
project. Training opportunities through the use
consultants
will reinforce these employment opportunities. ·Further, resident employment opportunities will arise from
construction
activity generated from the activities of the Corporation, which
will also be awarded in concert with the Resident Employment
Plan of the Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP)*

J.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT
Because no program of similar scope or responsibility now
operates in the neighborhood, this project does not replace
or duplicate existing local efforts.

BUDGET

Housing Development and Community Maintenance
Personnel
Executive Director
Deputy Director for
Housing Assistance
Executive Secretary
Finance Specialist
Accountant
Relocation Specialist
Secretary
Clerk-Typist

1,416
1,150
700
1,000
750
800
550
500

..

100%
100

12
12

17,000
13,800

100
100
100
100
100
100

12
12
9
9
9
10

8,400
12,000
6,750
7,200
4,950
5,000

Total Salaries
Fringe Benefits computed
at 12%

75,100

Gross Salaries

84,112

9,012

Consultants and Contract Services
.
1) Contract Services and Operating costs ••••• 5,876
(Utilities, costodial services, postage,
telephone, insurance)
2) Consultants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 69,
Provide the following essential services:
(a) Initial organizer of the corporation;
(b) Supervisor of land use data collection;
(c) Analyst of potential sites for new housing;
·(d) Technical assistance to and training of corporation
personnel and Board members;
(e) Assist in administerating the "Seed Money Revolving
Fund".
(See bid from Hal Dunleavy and Associates for full explanation.)

9

HOUSING BUDGET CONTINUED
Space:

Travel:

2000 sq. ft. x 25¢ per sq. ft. x 12 months ••• 6,000
Renovation costs •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l,
For 8 personnel & conference room.
Local.staff travel at 11¢ per mile

Consumable Supplies:

General office supplies

1,000
1,600

~

Lease/Purchase Equipment: o:fice furniture & equipment
for 8 personnel and conference room.
Other:
Seed Money Revolving Funds to cover Front
125.000
end construction costs of 5 - 50 unit housing
projects
Housing Assistance Fund •••••••••••••••••••••••• soo,ooo
Supplemental interest payments on Home
Improvement Bank Loans to an estimated
200 homeowners and 150 landlords.
Total Budget

6,000
625,000

$ 800,088

.,~

~

"

DUNLEAVY AND ASSOCIATES

25,

71

H-10
s is a proposal
perform cert
od Corpo

which

Dunleavy and Associates offers
e
ssion
del Cities Peigh-

In general 1.

H.D.A. offers to act as an organ zer, consultant, and
coordinator for a proposed
ssion Nei
orhood Housing
Development Corporation;

2.

To initiate, coordinate and supe
presentation of land use survey
Housing C
oration's operations;

3.

To undert e a surve7 of construction costs, including
a comparative anaLY.sis of traditional and factory production methods;

4o

To make feasibility an
sis of pote~tial sites for
new hous
g onstruction or for rehabil ated housing
tor use by persons and families of low and moderate
income;

5.

se the compiling and
a relevant ·to the

To make recommendations to the Housing Corporation
the various
ernative
ions available for
developing~ constructing, financ ng~ renting (or
selling); and mana ng new or rehabi tated housing
jects

~or

6 ..

To act as gene~al housing and bus
ss operations
consultant to the Housing Corporation Board of Directors and staff, and to emp
a trainee recornmended by the
oration;

1.

To organize and administer a

8.

To exert an effective and c structive i
on
c laws and on the administration of
c
ces affect g the Model Nei
orhood or of
ial future impa~t on the r-1odel neighborhood.

H.D.A. will perform the above se
a per diem basis.

"

seed money" loan fund;

ces for .. a flat fee or on
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION PROJECT
A.

PURPOSE AND BENEFICIARIES
1.

Purpose:
project will provide full opportun
resident participation in the Mission Model
Neighborhood Program. Its major objectives are:
Thi~

a.

b.

2.

To provi~e residents of the MNA
opportunity
to work in close cooperation with the Mayor,
CDA, and other agencies anj institutions in the
community in identifying major community problems and designing end implementing programs to
ad~ress them; and
To develop residents 1 capabilities to monitor
and evaluate such programs in order to improve
program performance anr:l provide needed informa•
tion for future planning.

Beneficiariea
All residents of the Mission will be encouraged to
participate in Model Cities planning and evaluation
through membership on MMNC Planning anj
Task Forces. In addition, specific efforts will
be devoted to incluJing the beneficiaries of
particular projects on the assumption that
can provi :le a areal world'' perspective on many
the problems in the neighborhood as well as on
efficacy of the programs develope(! to cope
th
those problems.

B

CONTENT AND OPERATION
The Mission Model Neighborhood Corporat
be designated as the operating agency
cit
participation in the Mission Model Neighborhood.
such it will be responsible for as
that
of the Mission Model Neighborhood have full
to participate in the operations and planning
Cities programs in the Mission. Speci
its staff and Task Forces, MMNC will be

2

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Defining and setting
Miss
ies
Defining objectives
those problems;
Developing programs and i
agencies for implementation in close cooperation
and with the assistance of the CDAand other agencies
in the community;
Reviewing and approving contracts with those
operating agencies;
Evaluating the overall success of
the Mission as well as the success
projects in meeting their objectives and utilizing
this information forcont
planning and
projects' operation.

In order to carry out these responsibilities, MMNC has
Task Forces in the following areas: (a) Manpower and
Economic Development; (b) Housing and Physical Development; (c) Education; (d) Social Services (Child Care);
(f) Health; and (g) Research anJ Planning. Task Forces
in areas in which there are operating projects will
participate in ongoing evaluation and monitoring as
well as planning for the next action year. The Health
and Research and Planning Task Forces
11 be
sible for planning only, with Research and
responsible for: (1) improving analyses
in which no projects were funded the first action
and (2) generating and recommending to the MMNC
additional functional area Task Forces suggest
by
refinement of the
lem analysis.
The Mission Model Neighborhood Corporation will assist
project beneficiaries, potential b
the broader community in having an e
ongoing planning, evaluation, and monitor
jects. Specifically, MMNC s
tional areas will be assigned to
potential project beneficiaries in
report regularly to appropriate MMNC
the operation of projects in
e areas.
reports will evaluate the operations of the proj
from the beneficiaries 1 po
view and will be
utilized by the MMNC Board,
es
to improve current program operat
for the second action year.

I-3
Specific beneficiary groups have
will be the key target groups
evaluation, and monitoring.
model neighborhood will also be encouraged to participate. Key beneficiary groups are identified as
follows (according to the project areas):
a.

b.

c.

d.

Housing Development and Community Maintenance
Corporation. Landlords, tenants, homeowners,
community housing sponsors (nonprofit), minority
contractors, small businessmen, merchants along
Mission Street and other sections
the Mission
who will be affected by BART and other long-range
planning activities, and residents concerned with
the overall development of the Mission are considered
target groups for MMNC activity in relation to the
Housing Development and Community Maintenance
Corporation;
Employment -- Unemployed, underemployed and newly
placed employees are identified as the key target
areas for MMNC activity in relation to the Employment projects;
Education -- Students, parents, teachers, paraprofessionals, administrators, community agencies
in education, and interested residents are identified as the key target groups for Mission Model
Neighborhood Corporation activity in relation to
the education projects;
Child Care -- Parents, teachers, paraprofessionals,
and interested residents are identified as key
target groups in the Child Care projects.
will be organized into beneficiary groups by the
Social \.Jork staff included in the Child Care
Staffing and Budget. However, the MMNC
Services Coordinator and Organizer will pr
assistance in coordinating their efforts.

Two additional target groups are i
Mission Model Neighborhood Corporation
These
(e) youth; and (f) senior citizens. The major
of the Corporation's
st-year act
to these two groups is to involve them in the community
planning process so they can identify
and projects for the second action year.

I-4
C.

TIMETABLE
The Mission Model
izen participation
for the planning year. It
will continue in this capaci
through the first action
year. Citizen participation activities will begin
immediately upon execution of the contract between the
City Demonstration Agency and the MMNC with staff being
hired as quickly as applicants are available.

D.

FUNDING
project will be support
by supplemental
The costs are divided between personnel and overhead
administrative costs.

E.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
The MMNC is a private nonprofit
with a
Board of Directors of 21 members, 14 of whom are
appointed by the Mayor from a list of between
and 29
submitted to him by the MCO, and 7 of whom are appointed
by him from the wider community.
The MMNC program area Task Forces are essentially
working arms of the MMNC for program monitoring,
uation, and planning. Membership on Task Forces
to any member of the Mission Model Neighborhood, and
regularly scheouled meetings are well-publicized and
open to the public. The MMNC appoints the Chairman
each Task Force, and, should additional Task Forces
required in the coming year, they will be
1
by the MMNC Board.
In addition to the program area Task Forces, MMNC
established three standing committees and an Executive
Committee. The standing committees include
sonnel,
Finance, and Hunters Point L.iaison. Their membership
is composed of MMNC Board members appointed by
Board Chairmanwith the concurrence and approval of the
Board. The standing committees are respons le to the
MMNC for corporation affairs and report to the MMNC
through the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee is composed of the four corporation officers
and the chairmen of the standing committees
responsible for reviewing all committee
s and recommendations to the MMNC
and action.
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MISSION M>DEL

fEXECUTIVE COMMITTEE!
I

!

PERS.

FIN.

B-HP

I

EDUC.

RESEARCH'
& PLAN.

I

HEALTH

~iiAL
VICES

MANP7W.
IHOUSING
ECON. DEV DEVEL.

MMNC
TASK FORCES

MMNC STANDING
COMMITTEES
MMNC
DIRECTOR AND STAFF

Proposed staffing for the
st action
izen
participation project includes a Director,
tant
Director, Administrative Support Staff, and Coordinators and Organizers in
areas of: Education and
Youth; Employment and Economic Development; Hous
and Physical Devel
Social Services (Child
Care), Health and Senior Citizens; and Research and
Planning. The Director
Assistant are
ible
for the overall operat
the CP proj
, for pro·
viding direct staff support services to the MMNC
Board, and for liaison
the CDA
and Organizers are res
e
services to the functional
ing project beneficiaries,
ships with agencies
working closely with
in providing support s
and its Task Forces.
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CHART 2

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSI
3 SECRETARIES I
. 1 TRANSLATOR

SSISTANT

DIRECTORl

ACCOUNTANT
BOOKKEEPER

EMPLOYMENT
&

ECON. DEV.

COORD.

EDUCATION
&

YOUTH
COORD.

~

SOCIAL
HEALTH &
SR. CITI
COORD.

HOUSING &
PHYSICAL
DEVEL.
COORD.
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F.

COORDINATION
Under the direction of and with guidance
Board, the MMNC Staff will be principally respons
for initiating and maintaining a day-to-day liaison
coordinated working relationship with the CDA s
project operating and other agencies and inst
in the community, and project beneficiaries
residents and resident groups. The staffing of the
MMNC reflects both proj
s to be operated for
Model Neighborhood residents in
st
as
as the CDA functional area planning and evaluation
staffs. The functional area Coordinators
11,
fore, be designated as the MMNC staff
for their counterpart CDA and projects
As support staff to the MMNC Task
functional areas, they will, as
assistance of appropriate CDA or
staffs when needed for planning,
tion activities.

STAFF
ORGS.
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G.

EVALUATION AND MONITORING

The extent to which the
or
the citizen
participation project in
Mission Model Neighborhood
are reached is the extent to
1.

A continuing planning process develops which includes
the active participation of residents in the community, city, and other agencies and institutions
serving the community and project beneficiaries;

2.

The planning process incorporates on a regular and
systematic basis and benefits from monitoring and
evaluation data gathered and analysed both by the
CDA and by project beneficiaries.

Specifically, indicators which will be used to determine whether those objectives have been reached include:
1.

Numbers of community residents regularly participating in Task Force, MMNC, and other Model Cities
planning and evaluation activities;

2.

Increased numbers of city and other community
agencies and institutions participating in Mission
Model Cities planning by offering support and
services and developing and proposing projects to
MMNC for consideration as Model Cities projects;

3.

Number of projects in which beneficiaries are
organized who regularly meet with MMNC staff to
discuss and evaluate those projects;

4.

Degree to which community capability to diagnose
problems and plan, monitor, and evaluate programs
and projects is judged to have increased.

Necessary data for the first three indicators will be
collected by ~~C staff and submitted in regular project status reports to both the MMNC Board and the CDA
Research and Evaluation Staff. The fourth indicator is
not subject to quantification. However, to the extent
that community planning capability increases, one would
expect to see improved communications and cooperative
programming with city and community agencies as well
as improved future Model Cities submissions reflected
in timely and favorable reviews.
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H.
1

membership;
which are well
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4.
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION BUDGET
Pe:r.:sonnel
Position

Annual
3alary

Director
$14,500
Assistant Director
13,000
Administrative Assistant
11,000
Accountant
13,000
Bookkeeper
8,000
Secretaries (2)
7,000
Secretary
6,500
Translator
7,000
Employment and Econ.
Dev. Coordinator
9,500
Employment Organizer (3)
7,500
Education & Youth
Cooroinator
9,500
Education Organizer (4)
7,500
Education Organizer (2)
7,500
Edt:rcation Organizer (1)
7,500
Youth Organizer (1)
7,500
Organizer (1)
6,000
and Physical
or dina tor
9,500
s
Organizer (3)
7,500
ing Crganizer (1)
7,500
Services &
Health Coordinator
9,500
Services & Heal
Organizer (1)
7,500
Citizen Organizer (1) 7 '500
earch & Planning
Coor. dinator
9,500
& Pl
Assistant (l)
7,500
TOTAL
33
Fringe (12%)

liMos.

~

12
12
12
12
12
12
11
12

$ 14,500
13,000
11,000
13,000
8,000
14,000
5,958
7,000

12
11

9,500
20,625

12
11
10
9
11
10

9,500
27,500
12,500
5,625
6,875
5,000

12
11
10

9,
20,625
6,250

12

9,500

11
11

6,875
6,8

12

9,500
6,875
$259,583
31,150
$290,733
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a

2,

b.

1,

..

15

•

,200

2,

12,
4,000
2,000

6,600

5.
6.

6)000

Equipment

e)

Xerox,

10

)

r

3)

een

ers

are
to

men

6)

7
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This agency operates on an annual
amount $34,00
funded
the
Area
coming
fees paid
the children's

remainder

Presently this day care center
negotiating
th members of the
Mission Model Neighborhood Corporation and is reviewing its participation in the Model Cities program.

1

1.
A

some 130 units
B.
is the
SuperviMarch 2,
negotia.tFounda. Francis
Develop-

c.

D.

E.
Agency
hous-

CDA ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

I.

GOl\L
The goal of San Francisco's Model Cities Program
demonstrate that a comprehensive, coordinated attack
physical, social, and economic problems of depress
neighborhoods can succeed in improving the quality
of the residents. This goal is the basis for
of the CDA Administrative structure.

II.

OBJECTIVES
Although there are substantive objectives for each
component, the components share common objectives c
the success of the overall effort. These object
porated into the Administrative Structure:
A.

To coordinate the activities among the various program
components and between the respective neighborhood
to assure their mutual support and effectual

B.

To coordinate those projects supported by
funds·with all activities otherwise support

C.

To assure that the operation of the total Program
sufficiently flexible to be responsive to the
needs and styles of the programs in the two

D.

To develop, finance, and support innovative and
projects which will meet the needs of MNA res

E.

To monitor and direct the projects supported
mental funds to insure efficient and effective
and

F.

To evaluate the performance and impact
programs to affect on-going operations,
projects and programs.

OVERALL POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
A coordinated system of policy.-making and management
secured from many quarters to meet the changing meeds
residents. The substance of the program is determined
residents of the neighborhoods. The Bayview
Model Neighborhood Commission and the Mission
Corporation are the Citizen Participation
respective neighborhoods, and they voice

tions of the residents.
form the Model C
the s
that arise
resources.
The CDA staff assists the C
articulating their priority
directly responsible to
the Mayor. With the ultimate respons
the office of the Mayor, the planning
Program are reviewed by
Renewal (IACUR). The Program
the Board of Supervisors.

ONAL RELATIONSHIPS
There are
major
Administrative
Planning
, ( 5)

1

divisions are comp
indicates the interrelat

~.

f-l~

I

J

-

A.

Executive Divis
The Executive
for the success
The CDA Director
bility. He is
Director, whose
bility is the coordinati
Agency. The Director
day. administrative
liasion with HUD,
and deal with the
play on the program.
Specific support for t
to the Director through
the Bayview--Hunters Po
the Mission model neighb
the primary responsibi
of the action year projec
hoods. As part of this
the successful imp
Plan. Through the
they coordinate the
to respond to the needs
during the action year.
These four pos
the two Deputy
Along with the
ministration,
and Director of
Director's Cabinet.
determine adminis
coordination.

B.

Administrative Division
The Administ
Administration
l.

Fiscal
Head
perl'orms t
l
~ayroll, purchas
fiscal control.

2.

Auditing.
delegate agency
ting systems and
form the peri
agencies.

3.

Personnel/Public
Public Relations
for staff rec

K-4
Civil Service, relationships with news media, and
general public relations.

4.

c.

Contracts. The Contracting Officer prepares,
and monitors legal compliance of delegate agency and
consulting contracts, as well as provides incidental
legal assistance to the Agency.

s

Planning and Program Development Division
Headed by the Director of Planning and Program Development)
this division is composed of program area planning coordinators. It is their responsibility to provide staff support
to MNA task forces to assist them in developing plans for
current and subsequent year programs. They will relate
closely with the implementation and monitoring staff for
the respective neighborhoods, as well as maintain close
contact with research (for data support) and evaluation
(for project perspective). Each of the planning coordinators has the responsibility for examining and exploring
extra-Model Cities funding sources to complement or re
place the financing of those projects supported by supp
mental funds.

D.

Research and Evaluation Division
Headed by the Director of Research and Evaluation, this
division is responsible for the design of the overall
program and projects evaluation plans and the instal
and operation of the Management Information System. The
research component will supply the data needs for plunning
and evaluation. Both performance and impact evaluation
(for projects and programs) is centered in the evaluation
component. The evaluation staff reviews and compiles the
regular evaluation reports (based on out-put measures) and
communicates closely with the implementation and monitoring
staff.

E.

Implementation and Monitoring Division
This division is sub-divided between the two neighborhoods 1
programs, respecting the differences in the project
activities which operate through different delegate agencies
Adequate staff is provided to oversee, assist, and monitor
the operations of the various projects. The line of
responsibility for these staff components goes to the
Deputy Directors of the respective neighborhoods. These
components relate closely with the other line divisions
through the Director (or the Assistant Director).

The following chart indicates the staffing pattern in t
Administrative Structure:

I

i

I ~,. .
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-

a
e
es Liaison
Office.
most
reare particularly strong and
es are
for the
order that the San
sco
establish a continuous relationship
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their training
supervision of the
sup
sian of the
All job
through

will
conducted
the general
staff personnel officer and the specific
staff member to which the apprentice is
opportunities on the CDA staff will be
the
Hiring Hall (and
':~:":.i.
• Non-MJ:Lti. residents
will be considered orily if after two weeks no qualified :t-1NA
is av.uilable.
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BUDGET St.JMMARY - PROGRAM ADMIN! STRATI ON

Total

Federal

Relocation

19,004

19,004

Evalu~tion

184,621

175,817

8,804

CDA Administration

675,349

540,279

135,070

735 2 100

143 2 874

City

"'

Total Program
Admi:-istration

878,974
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
Stru~ture

and Fiscal Monitoring of Projects

section describes both the internal and external systems
of the fiscal control that will be implemented to safeguard
Federal funds entrusted to the City and County of San Francisco
Model Neighborhood operations. Included is a description of
the City Demonstration Agency's (CDA'S) method for handling
supplemental funds, a description of,CDA internal fiscal control procedures, and a description of CDA external fiscal control procedures to be applied to operating agencies.
A.

Method of Handling CDA Supplemental Funds:
1.

City-County Departments
The CDA Fiscal Officer will prepare a Voucher Payment
Request and deposit slip for the approval and the signature of the CDA Director. The Voucher Payment Request
and deposit slip will be given to the Treasurer. The
Treasurer, upon receipt of the monthly draw-down from
the commercial bank, will reimburse City-County
ments for eligible expenditures of the prior month.

2.

Non City-County Agencies
The CDA Fiscal Officer will prepare a Voucher Payment
Request and deposit slip for the approval and the
ture of the CDA Director. The Voucher Payment
and deposit slip will be given to the Treasurer. The
Treasurer, upon receipt of the monthly draw-down
the commercial bank, will credit the receivables
no~ City-County Agencies.
Upon CDA authorization,
will then be issued for reimburseable costs to the non
City-County Agencies. As most of the non City-County
Agencies will be newly formed non-profit corporations
to operate the various projects, if necessary, the
will authorize advance monies of 30 days operating cos
to get the projects under way.

Supplemental funds will not be released until the CDA
opportunity to conduct a fiscal review for compliance with
and HUD requirements.

s
observation inquiry,
through the systems
actually being
budget, cost
CDA s

K-12
the initial inspection and the signing of
CDA will regularly monitor the fiscal
the contract agencies. Fiscal monitoring
will include monthly review and analysis of the combined
costs and State of Accountability reports, continuing review of accounting procedures, and comparisons between
actual and planned dollar expenditures, plus periodic
audits. Reports of discrepancy will be made to the CDA
Directore
CDA fiscal staff will provide on-going technical
assistance and support to operating agencies. This
assistance will be directed to all fiscal areas within
the operating agency.
For a graphic description of the CDA fiscal operation,
see the Fiscal Monitoring Flow Chart on the following
page.

City-County
Operating
Agency

ty
Treasurer
draw-down

I

~
t

4. Financial

I

I

Outside
Operating

I
®

• Voucher
Payment
Request
5 ..

t

prepares
Warrant &
Mailed to

•

•

I

Commercial 1

Bank
transfer
. of

I I

Credi
Receivable

Specifithat the

L.

2 ..
several strat-

f ..

4 ..

.

1

assure
ectives
the

a

not

a stop payment
to assure
these
do not continue to be expended in cases where
question regarding a
ec t' s operation or value. In all cases
and evaluation information
res
indicate satisfactory operations,
routinely by notification
out report to the CDA Director.
2.
The
Team
and
reports are
Team capability in its
in
• First,
the
is for developing
Board and CDA, alternate uses
reprogramming whether for new
of existing projects. Second,
the Research and Planning
going and proposed new proje
MMNC
ect
Third,
will assist both
to progressively sharpen
objec
strategies.
program
Research
Planning Task
tor will
a critical
specific responsibilities
to
the problem analys
Board
for more
those
and

MMNC

'
Coord
inaThe

will be
the "MMNC
ects

planning
ed on two
in major
staff time
evaluation tasks;
July 1 and
and expend funds
To the
hold, the scope
will
for the period
the start
by the CDA •s
MMtC

evaluation
changes to
on any
HUD sub-

of the

been idenproject imbelow.
, refined, added
the
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1.

A.

Indices
data to

1970
be us

.

number of children in

(1)

(2)

sample of residential

(3)

residential units.
out for students.

(4)

out and transfers in.

(5)
(6) Zoning

ts
starts

(7)

ts granted.
of construction/housing
industrial sites in

(8)

, size, ownership of

(9)
(10)

Department of Public

(11)

at local cultural/social
activities

(12)

on S tanford-MCO

.

(13)

.

(14)

rental units.

B. Indices
of paraprofessionals and
hall.
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civic pro' candidate
ipating in benefi•

(3) IF
c

voluntary activities
by MMNC or MMNC related
.,

negotiations with public

to vote; % of total eli-

(6) 1J: of res

gible ..
(7) ffo of res

; % of eligible total.

(8) # of

participating in MMNC related

(9) # of new organizations being formed around community

problems
tions,

, youth clubs, parent organizaresident groups to public and
continuation, tmprovements, change
school activities and issues.

(11) IF

(12) # of res

attendance at MCO Annual Con-

vent ion ..
(13)

:fJ:
res
Mission

(14) # of res

related

c.

Indices
and Ins
(1) li of agre:emem

izations

at public hearings on
issue&,.
at other public activities
issues ..
with City and Other Agencies
into between resident organprivate agencies.
upon between resident
and private agencies.

9

(3) I of agreements success
(4) I of.press accounts of joint
groups and public agencies
(5) # of favorable news
the Mission.

on

c

(6) Response on resident attitudinal survey conducted
over time with same panel of respondents (dependent
on funding of Joint Stanford Univ.ersity-MCO Community
Development Study).
~
(7) Agency responses to MMNC and other resident groups
related to the Model Cities program.
(8) Responses by elected officials to MMNC activities.
(9) Responses of leaders of other neighborhoods and
and other voluntary associations to MMNC activities.
(10) # of City agencies which participate in Resident Employment Plan, or accept referrals for Civil Service
positions.
(11) Equating of funds and services from City agencies
SFUSD into Mission {to equalize present differential).

WORK PROGRAM FOR CONTINUING PLANNING AND EVALUATION

f...

Pre-Plnnning & E''A lua tion Tasks
A.l

Recruit, Hire Key CDA (Plrmning, Evaluation, Operntlons)
StAff
A. l.l
A. 1.2
A. l. 3

A.l.4
A.2

Create New Qpernting Agencies
A.2.1
.A. 2. 2
A.2.3
A./..4
A.2.5
A. 'J.. 6

A.3

FinAlize profit, nonprofit stAtus
Finalize board selection method
Select Bo:1rd; Bottrd select a~
ers
P~eoare, file Articles of Incorporation
Prepare, ndoot By-Laws
Recruit, hire staff in conformity with resident
employment pl;:m

Obtain Firm·.Comc.it:tleatB to ;P.tctsram from Existing
Operating Agencies
A.3.1
A.3.2
A.3.3
A. 3. 4

A.4

Prepare job specifications
Recruit, inte
licnnts in conformi
with resident
t
n
Hire stAff
Trnin staff

Agree on general scope, timing of projects
Agree on proposed budget, staffing, imp
tntion
of resident employment plnn
Designate ~gency staff responsible for bringing
project to contract
Obtain firm commitments on A.3.l- A.3.3 s
ect
to HUD CDP review, approval

Develop Detailed Pl.anning Work ProgrAm
A.4. l
A.4.?_
A.4.3
A.4.4
A~4.5

A.4.6

Define mAjor tasks, timing
Identify major sub-tasks, timing
A~sure consistency with Evaluation Work P·ogrnm
Designflte responsibilities for task nerforrn."'~nce
E~tablish procedures for coord
ting planning,
task oerforrnance with implementation, monitoring,
and evaluation tAsks
Set priorities, timetable for projects implement,"'~tion

A.5.1
A.5.2
A. 5. 3

A.5 .4
A. 5.5

B.

PLANNING TASKS

B.l.l
B.l. 2
B.l.3
B.l.
B.l.5
B.l. 6

Submit

B.2.1
B.2.2
areas
B.2.3 Bas
on B. . 2,
problem areas
B.2.4 Based on B. .
s

B.3.1
B.3.2

Based on
of new
Bas

B.3.3
B.3.4

B.4.1
B.4.2
B.4.3
B.~

or
Iden
assess causes
Develop, assess
tures, planning,
Revise CDA administra
evaluation

Prepare Second Year CD~P~~-r~L~o__c_a_l__R_e_v_~_·e_w-k,__A~p~p_r_o_v_a__
l,
Submission to HUD
B.S.l
B.5.2
B.5.3
B.S.4

Prepare CDP
ts
Submit to MMNC, IACUR,
for review approval
Based on B. , ?.
Print

C ..-.,,EVALUATION TASKS

C.l.l
C.l.2
C.l.3

Refine,
objec
s
B.2.1)
Determine i
availabilit
Specify (

t

of
a
to

es

C.L4
C.l.5

C.2

C.2.2
C.2.3

c. 2.4

C.3.2
C.3.3
C.3.4

Collect; analyze
bas
improved problem
Collect, analyze data
overall
problem area indicators, measures
Conduct and/or utilize consultants,
to conduct special research or studies
data gaps
Assess progress of program against overa
gram, problem area objec
s

Implement Project Evaluation System

C.4.1

C.4.2

c.s

Refine, speci
ec
(
junction wi
P
B.l.l)
Specify indicators, measures
Specify data collection proc
reporting format, source (MIS Reports,
ect
Beneficiary Reports, O;:Jera ting Agency
ts)
(in conjunction with Planning Task B.l.3)
Prepare operating agency
ect
on
reporting requirements for incorporation
third-party contracts

ImplementtProgram Evaluation System
C.3.1

C.4

, data collecdata ;.)roblem

Design Project Evaluation System
C.2.1

C~3·

necessary
develop feasibi
Identify, des
tion to improve
analysis

Collect, an,q
data; on monthly
formanc c, impact
objectives
Prepare
Task
Monitoring

assess project
t ~Jro j ec t,
lem area
to HUD, MMNC
lementa

Assess Program, Proj Gets
C.S.l

Compile, anal e
Agency,
ec 1 s
es,
Reports; assess overall

t
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C.5.2
C.5.3

C.6

Prepare for local review, approval, submiss
to HUD Six-Month Program and Project Evaluation
Report
Reassess, revise Six-Month Report for input
into final planning decisions for second Action
Year CDP

Review, Revise Evaluation System
C.6.1
C.6.2
C.6.3

Identify major problems in first year operations,
assess causes
Develop, assess alternate evaluation systems;
select
Revise evaluation system (in conjunction with
Planning Task B.4.3)

MAJOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION TASKS:
Submit
1st

Begin
1 f3 t
qear

ir

MAY

MISSION FIRST ACTION YEAR
6 mas, Local
Submit

· .... ·

.. •

-·

JUNE , JULY

OCT

NOV

t

Begin
2nd
Year~

HOD
CDP ,. .. •· 2nd
l:eport/. Review ~ CDP

DEC

JAN

.FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUNE

.~,

Pre-P&E Tasl.<s
Hire CDA Sfiil:::l:-·
Create New OAs
Obtain OA Cornnitots
\4 Detail Pl.Wk.Prog.
\5 Outline Ev.Wk.Prog.

A4
AS

3.Planning · Tasks
~.Evaluation Tasks

c

i\.

A

Al
A2
A3

B

€

Iopleot. Projects
Design Prog.Ev.Sys.
~~Design Proj.Ev.Sys.
Refine Prob.Anal etc.
Ioplet.Prog.Ev.Sys.
leut. Proj. .
ew
ects
sess Prog
s
se Adm
Ev.Sys.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

-----··----

)

4.
•

.Wk.

_

----

8

or
Planning
Vi
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Tentative Indices and Measures for Program, Project Evaluation
s section briefly lists the measures and indicators which have
tentatively be identified as useful for assessinr; overall program
and project impact against their respective objectives. These
measures and indicators will be revised, refined, added to, and/or
subject to·revisions or refinements in the definitions of
ectives and/or the availability of necessary data.

1. Overall Program Objectives
A. Indices of Maintenance of Stability of the Community
(Sample indices to be further developed.)

1970 Census data and 1970 school enrollment data to be
used as baseline data.
(1) Ethnic/racial composition and number of chiliren in

schools.
(2) Ethnic/racial composition of sample of residential
units.
(3) Income composition of sample of resLlential
(4) Parent requests for transfers out for stu

s

(5) Teacher requests for transfers out/for transfers
(6) Zoning change requests/requests granted.
(7) New construction starts/type of construction/hous
units replaced or not.
(8) Demolition of
district.

housin~

and/or inJustrial sites

(9) Business turnover rates by ty?e, size, ownership
business.

(10) Improvement i_)ermits obtained from Department of
Public Works for housinr;.
(11) Growth/ ~1ecline of attendance at local cultural/ s

activities.
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(12) In/out migration date (dependent on Stanford
Joint Community Development Stujy).
(13) Turnover of homeowner occupie.J units.
(14) Internal/external turnover in rental units.
B. Indices of the Capacity of Resiicnts:
(1) Job performance evaluations of paraprofess
and professionals referred by hiringhall.

s

(2) # of residents participatin3 in specific civic projects: voter re0istration, voter turn-out, candidate meetings, etc.
(3) # of project beneficiaries participating
ciary sroups.

bene

(4) # of residents participatin~ in voluntary act
t s
organized in the neighborhood by MMNC or MMNC relat
programs.
(5) 11 of resiclents ensagin8 in negotiations with
anJ private agencies.
(6) # of resiJents refSiStered to vote; % of total
gible.

i-

(7) # of residents voting; % of eligible total.
(8) # of non-beneficiaries participating in MMNC re
projects.

ed

(9) # of new orsanizations being formed around community
problems (block clubs, youth clubs, parent
tions, etc.)
(10) 1f of requests ma-Je by resident sroups to pub c
private agencies for continuation, improvements,
or services.
(11) #of parents involved in school activities and issues.

(12) # of residents
vent ion.

att

(13) # of residents in att

e at

on Mission related issues.
(14) # of residents in attendance at other
vities related to Mission district issues.

acti-

th City and

C. Indices of Improved Relationships
Other Agencies and Institutions.

(1) # of a~reements entered into between res

organi-

zations and public and private agencies.
(2) # of projects jointly agreed upon between res

organizations and public and pr
(3) # of agreements successful

c

e

es.

lete

(4) # of press accounts of j

groups and public agencies at s
lems.
(5) II of favorable newsmedia accounts

the Mission.
(6) Response on resident attitudinal

over time with same panel of
on funding of Joint Stanfo
nity Development Study).
(7) Agency responses to MMNC

o
res
related to the Model Cities program.

(8) Responses by elected o

s to

s

act

other neighborhoods
(9) Responses of
other voluntary ass
ions to MMNC activities
(10) # of city agencies which participate in
ployment Plan, or accept referrals
Service
positions.
(11) Equating of ~unds and s
SFUSD into Mission (to equalize
tial).

1

RELOCATION
FIVE

~

YEAR RELOCATION FORECAST

1. OVERVIEW OF I::LOCA'i'ION NZEDS

(a)

MNA's relocation resource needs, including gross estimates _of di~acement ._
In estimating the relocation needs in the MNA over
the projected five-year life of the Model Cities
Program, the following assumptions are made:
(1) That the only Model Cities project which causes
displacement continues to be the Housing Development and :'"·:ommunity Maintenance Corporation;
(2) That the estimated displacement load caused by
the HDCMC is temporary, accurate, and continues
for the five-year life of the Program;
(3) That the only displacement caused by non-Model
Cities funded projects is that of the Department
of Public Works (BBI), the Department of Public
Health, and the Redevelopment Agency's Regal
Pale project as has been projected for the First
Action Yea~; and
(4) That the estimated displecement of the Department
of Public Works (BBI) the Department of Publ
Health .s.nd the Redevelopment Agency ·continue for
the five-year life of the program.
According to these assu~ptions, Model Cities ac
will c&use 21 temporary displacements per
or
105 for 5 yer:.r.:;, due to rehabilitation efforts
ported by {.:he HDCMC. The Redevelopment Agency's
projected ratio of 1 individual unit for every 4
family units leads to a displacement load of 16
milies and 5 individuals for the first year and 80
families and 25 individuals for the five-year period
The Bureau of Building Inspection (BBI) of the Department of Public v:orks, in conjunction with the Department of Public Health, projects displacement caus
by code enforcem~nt .ind related activities to account
for 250 units (141 families and 109 individuals)

the five year period. The Redevelopment
jects that displacement caused by the
project will be 2 businesses, 20
individuals.
In summary, the following is the
jected over a five-year period:
Families ..........
Individuals .......
Businesses........
TOTAL
(b)

(c)

241
160
2
403

Specific activities which will cause displacement@
Model Cities

Housing Development
Community Maintenanc
Corporation.

DPW/DPH

Code enforcement
activities.

Redevelopment
Agency

Regal Pale project

Volume of residential and non-residential displacement@
YEAR
i

IDDEL CITIES(HDCHC)

0 16

2

4

3

F

I

B

F

I

B

5 0 16

5

0 16

5

0

2 20 25

0

0

0

0

0 30 22

0 27 21
0

0

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
0 0 0
al
a
DPW / DPH
0 30 24
HOUSING.AUTHORITY
·O 0 0
Public Hs .
TOTALS
45 29

0

0

0

2 73 53

0
i

0

0

0

0 43 26

F

0 43
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(d) Specific plans for meeting housing needs of all families and individuals displaced by model cities activities and consideration of competing demands for
housing.
It is anticipated that relocation activities within
the. model nieghborhood a~~ea v1ill be at a minimum.
(1)

The Housinz Development and Comrn·.mity Maintenance Corporation (HDCMC) plans to produce new
housing and rehabilitate existing housing, keeping displacement to a minimum with temporary relocation only (cf. housing component). This
effort will stress a neighborhood maintenance approach rather than demolition.

(2)

Residents will not be required to relocate from
the distr~-·~t ex::ept perhaps temporarily as a result of model cities activities. No displacement
will occur until suitable housing resources are
located and made available. At all times the estimated number of units of new construction or
units to be rehabilitated will be sufficient to
accommodate the people who will require rehousing
in the Mission District as a result of public
actions. The low income housing units to be
counted as available rr.ust be in standard conditiona
The f'·:llowing are the guidelines for standard
condition:
Rehousing stand~~ds will not permit using as a rehousing re3ource any housing unit* determined by
City L1spectors to be substandard under San Francisco Codes.
Physical Standards
Physical standards must be met in order to qualify
a househol.d for an Addit: onal Relocation Payment.
Physical standards for rehousing units, based on
Division 13, Part 1.5, of the State Housing Act
and the San Francisco Housing Code a~e as follows:

*A housing unit is one or more rooms, occupied or int
cupancy as separate living quarters in a standard
ment house, hotel, or lodging house.

for ocling, apart-
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(a) Sanitary, heating, cooking and lighting
facilities
1) Yards, courts, md sub
adequately drained.

oor areas must

2) Buildings must be connected to the public
water supply and sewer systems.
3) Buildings must have proper means of egress.
4) No fire hazards shall be present.
5) Yards, courts and subfloor areas must be
free of rubbish.
6) Every rehousing unit shall be provided with
a water closet, a lavatory, and a bathtub
or shower in a room or rooms which are adequately lighted and ventilated. These facilities shall be for the exclusive use of
the occupants of the rehousing unit with
the exception of nonhousekeeping rehousing
units to be occupied by individuals (as set
forth below in item 11).
7) Every rehousing unit shall have heating facilities which are adequate and safe.
8) Each rehousing unit shall include a kitchen
having adequate facilities for the preparation, storage and preservation of food, including a kitchen sink made of approved
nonabsorbent, impervious material and supplied with hot and cold running water.
Each kitchen shall be properly lighted
ventilated and shall have adequate open
floor area. The kitchen sha
be for
exr.:lusive use of '·he occupants of the rehousing unit with the exception of nonhouse-keeping units cccupi
by individuals
(see Item 11).
9) The ceiling height of rooms used for the
purposes of living 3 sleeping, cooking or
eating shall normally be at least seven
feet nine inches, but a height of seven feet
six inches will be cons
sufficient

in some rooms
usage as now
must have at least
'tvindow opening,
rooms
ing, cooking and eating,
lieu of windows adequate open
joining them with other
provide the light and venti
to render them livable and attract
10) Electric wiring shall be adequate
Electrical convenience outlets
tures shall be in safe and good
order.
11)

Nonhouse~ceeping rehousing units
be used by individuals shall consis
least one private room (
sleeping purposes) which meets
ards of these rooms as set
However, instead of bathroom
facilities v1hich are cxclus
shall be readily accessible
way to sanitary and eat
follows:

a) At least one water c
et and
compartment and one bathroom on
floor designated for the use
than ten persons of one sex.
water closet and lavatory
bathrooms shall be provided
for each sex c~cupying t
rate of one for
or fractional number
ten. The lavatory
er shall have hot
Rooms or compartntents
cilities shall be adequately
ventilated.
b) In hotels
1
cupancy, there shall be
nity kitchen to serve
than ten guests,
a

such kitchens on a floor. Each community
kitchen shall meet the physical
ments set forth in Item (8) above and
have superficial floor area according to
the number of guest rooms as set forth
the following table:
No. of Guest Rooms
Served by a
Communi~_Kitchen

6
8

10

Minimum Superfic
Floor Area
100 square feet
120 square feet
140 square feet

(b) Structural Requirements
1) Foundations must be adequate and in good
condition.
2) Floors should not sag nor should they be
rotted.
3) Subfloor areas must be vented.
4) Roof, exterior walls, windows, and doors
must be weatherproof.
5) Interior walls and ceilings shall be in
good repair.
6) Stairs and stair railings shall be in
repair.
(c) Qccpancy Requirements
Ordinarily, no sleeping room for single occupancy shall have les.j than 100 square feet of
superficial floor area, but in some cases
where the original use of the building has not
been changed, a superficial floor area of not
less than 70 square feet will be allowed. If
more than two people occupy the sleeping room
an additional 50 square feet of space shall
be required for each additional person.
shall be a maximum of four people to each
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sleeping room bearing in mind the age and
sex of the occupants.
(d) Competing Demands for Housing
See Appendix A, B, C, D.
(e)

Gener~l

approaches for meeting needs of families! individuals and non-residential conferns displaced by Model Cities activities.
In general the Model Cities Program intends
to utilize the mechanism already set up by
the City to meet the relocation needs in the
Hodel Neighborhood. For families and individuals these mechanisms are the Central Relocation Service and its Housing Section.
M}~C will monitor all displacement activities.

(f) Method of Coordinating relocation activities.
All relocatinn activities in San Francisco
are conducted under the policy guidance of
the Mayor's Office and administered by
Central Relocation Services. The CDA
make arrangements and suitable contracts
CRS to provide relocation services to
families and individuals displacemented.
Relocation Specialist of the HDCMC (to
training from the CRS) and the Relocation
ordinator of the CDA, will work closely
the CRS and will report regularly to
2.

TECHNIQUES FOR DEVELOPING RESOURCES
(a)

t:axim•.tm opportunity for a broad choice of housing.
In conju~ction with the CRS1 the Housing Ass tance
Office and ti.1e Relocation Specialist of the Hous
Development and Community Maintenance Corporation
-:vill be responsible for informing residents of the
housing options economically available in the area.
Each household subject to relocation will be
of the purpose of the FHA Housing Assistance
the Fa.ir Employment Practice Commission, the
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Opportunity Office in the local HUD regional office,
the MNA grievance procedure and the Mayor's Re
tion Appeals Board.
(b)

Availability of suitable housing.
The CDA, through the staff of its Housing Assistance
Office artd the staff of the CRS, will assist each
household to locate, rent and move into a suitable
housing unit ;neeting approved relocation standards.
Since ::ehabilitation is the immediate factor, no displacement will occur as a result of rehabilitation
until relocation housing is found which meets the
needs of the persons requiring such service. If no
relocation housing is available at the time needed,
then rehabilitation will not take place.

(c)

~ousing

Gupply.

Through the Housing Development and Community MaintenancA Corporation, every avenue, both public and
privatej to incre~se low and moderate income housing
v:ill be explored. The HDCMC will have as one of its
priraary functions to conduct a land use survey of
all p~opercies in the MNA to determine feasibility
and/or availability for housing. Through the land use
survey it is anticipated that land being underused
':Jill b2 discovered and be converted to low and moderate income housing use. (cf. Housing submission
HDCHC).

(d)

Com;ercial and

industria~

space.

(cf. Housing component submission).
(e)

~~sin~_ss

opportunities.

(cf. Housing
(f)

~ornponent

subrniJsion).

Assistance for upgrading living standards and environrr.ent o£ those displaced.
Central Relocation Services will provide rehousing
assistance to thnse households to be displaced by
Model Cities activities. Central Relocation Ser-
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vices has an experienced rehousing staff which ·•
will provide a variety of services including soci:at ···s-erv±ce- r-efe~ral.s__,. r.ehousing resources both
public and private, priorities with the~Housing
Authority and FHA and the Mayor's Local Rent Assistance Program. Central Relocation Services will
also assist the CDA to establish its own housing
assistance office and to train relocation specialists to act as a liaison between Central Relocation Services and the Mission community.
(g)

Job training for low income residents.
(cf. Housing component submission and employment
component ) .

(h)

Coordination of Social Service information.
It will be the responsib:1.1.ity of the Relocation
Specialist to be sensitive to the social, economic,
health and psychological problems of the households v;~lich are to be relocated. With the aid of
the CRS, the Housing Assistance staff worker will
help the family or individual to Legal Assistance,
Social Services and other public and private
agencies ac neeced.

3.

BUDGET - Cost of all relocation activities which may be
funded by supplemental funds.
AGENCY

YEAR

1
2
3.4.5 __
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. _,_·-----1--------=---+-.;;;;...~,...;...a.,;;;;._
1. CDA
(cf. Appendix F)
$19,004
$19,004
$57,012

2. Redevelopment
(a) Technical Assistance
and Training

( to

be

determined )

(b) Contract Services*

11,186

10,970

(c) Relocation Benefits
(1) Model Cities
(2) Non-Model Cities

14,300
79,800

14,300
77,000**

31,590
42,900
213,000**

3. W00~--------------~----~7~2~0~0~~----~9~60~0~~~2~8·8~0~0~
*From estimates of Redevel0pment Agency (CF. B, 1, a); includes Model
Cities and non-Model Cities displacement.
**Does not include payT.ents from Regal Pale site.

B.

ONE YEAR RELOCATION PROGRAM.
1.

ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION
(a)

Local agency for administration and/or coordination of relocation activities.
The local agency which will administer and coordinate relocation activities is the San Francisco
Central Relocation Services. The CDA will contract with CRS an operating procedure to maintain appropriate liaison between its Housing
Assistance Office and CRS. The contract will
provide complete and timely rehousing service to
each household when needed and requested by the
neighborhood housing assistance worker.
For permanent relocati:--n needs which might arise
from Model Cities activity, the CDA will reimburse CRS on a per case basis amounts equal to
those charged to other federally assisted programs
such as FACE. These amounts are as follows:

$ 54.00 for non-elderly
$108.00 for businesses
$162.00 for families and elderly
individuals
Since no permanent relocation is projected for the
First Action Year, no provision for such payments
is made in the Relocation Budget for the First
Action Year.
(b)

Description of organization and staffing pattern
of the local agency.
The Central Relocation Services has staff
in four location, from which it services
of City households subject to displacement.
ever possible, selection of staff members
made
area
from qualified ct>.ndidates who reside
of the City to be served, since in most cases
have greater understanding of the needs
people to be served.
The Central Office consists of a Director, two
Assistant Directors, t~fO Community
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cialists, a Special Assistant for Relocation
Planning and Programming, and auxiliary and
clerical staff. Rehousing assistance is furnished to families and individuals by the Central Relocation Services personnel best qualified
and available at the time. In case of emergencies the Director of Central Relocation Services,
the Mayor's Special Assist2nt for Housing and
Relocation, and the supervisory staff in the
various offices are immediately available to take
part in and to give first-ha::ld direction to staff
drawn from the several offices in the City.
The Director, ~ssistant Director and Specialists
supply technical direction and supervision to the
staff based in area oi'fic~s, v-:ho provide a variety
of on-going services, and call on staff members
to provide these sa~e services as required for
all households referred to Central Relocation
Services by any governmental cc;.ction rendering them
subject to displacement. Upon such referral,
Central Relocation Services assumes the total
responsibi:.ity for coordinating and carrying out
all relocation activities.
The organization of the office of Central Relocation Services, housed in the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency is ~hO'Nil in the following chart:
( See Arpendix E )
4

(c)

Degree of citizen ~articipation in planning~
locations as_sist0;nc~_.E.E.£gE_am and resident involve
ment in establishinE_.~re_1ocat;ion griE?.Y!!..I!~ procedure.
The task force on hm~sing set up by the MMNC and
the CDA to plan the first action year housing program has had a close working relationship with
the various broad based community groups. The
task force ~vas formed to a large eJ:tent from representatives of these groups.
THZ

GT-\IEVl1t~CE

PROCEDURE

1.

The Grievance Commi~~e~ will be composed of
five members: three residents appointed by the
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MMNC, one representative of the Mayor 1 s Relocation Coordinator. The Committee
meet or call to hear grievances
residents and public agencies involved in the relocation process.

t.

The Process of Relocation will assure that
individuals and families to be displaced receive written notice from the displacing agency
three months in advance of actual displacement. The Relocation Specialist of the HDCMC,
with assistance from the CDA 1 s Relocation
Coordinator and the staff of the CRS, will be
informed of all projected displacement to occur
in the MNA. He will visit each resident who
recieves notice of displacement to assure that
the resident is aware of the financial and
service provisions of the relocation process.
The Relocation Specialist will work with the
resident in an effort to provide for a satisfactory relocation. Advocating for the resident, he will attempt to resolve any disputes
that might arise with the CRS or the dislocating agency. If disputes cannot be settled at
that level, the Grievance Committee may be
convened upon request of any of the parties
involved.

3.

The Process of Hearing Grievances

t!a t~~~tJ~Y,~~~~IlY~~~~~~!l~!l:,t~~():t:'

~~y

be ini-

l?~J:'. OP~~rty ...Q.w.tl~t'~~J n

the MNA or by a public agency involved in the
relocation process. Complaints may arise from
public or public - related activity which may
shall, or has caused displacement. The Grievance Procedure is therefore not restricted to
complaints of relocated residents or the specific process of relocation dealing with the
suitability of replacement housing.
Complaints may be heard on issues arising from
projected public action, through the actual
cess of condemnation (when the public agency
assumes ownership) through the actual process
of relocation (when the activities of the CRS

and payments come into play), and through the
first year during which the relocatee
es
his new quarters.
The procedure may hear complaints which
s
from residential and/or related activities.
These related activities may include complaints concerning the maintenance of municipal services in areas affected by public activities, i.e., urban renewal, code enforcement.
The Grievance Committee will analyze the
issues and strive to resolve the respective
complaints and affect a continuation of the
relocation process.
Should such grievance remain unresolved for
more than two weeks after it has been brought
to the Grievance Committee, the case will be
referred to the Mayor's Relocation Appeals
Board for binding arbitration.
With assistance from the CDA's Relocation Coordinator, the Relocation Specialist to be respons
for assuring:
1.

Cooperation between the HDCMC's hous
ass
tance office, the Central Relocation Service
and the Mayor's Special Assistant for
and Relocation;

2.

Citizen participation in the periodic
on the operation of the neighborhood hous
assistance office and the Central Relocat
Service;

3.

Maintaining accurate records of all disp
ments projected by Model Cities or other
lie actions in order to minimize displacement
activities and to phase programs into greater
emphasis on rehabilitation and completion
of new replacement units;

4.

Analyzing costs of all rehabilitation
ties to insure that landlords do not

e
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rentals unreasonably as a result of rehabilitation; and
5.

Monitoring relocation planning by assembl~
ing information regarding market conditions,
workable program commitments, new data about
city vacancy rates, prevailing rental costs,
numbers of substandard units, number of illegal conversions, net demolitions, if any, and
other indicators.

Procedures for continuous information.
(cf. A 2) a) )
WORKLOAD
(d)

2.

The city has already submitted data to HUD on workload
characteristics of displacement-causing projects or
activities (cf. others submissions sent to HUD Regional
Office).
Since the rehabilitation parcels for the First Action
Year have not been designated as yet, this plan will
be revised to indicate the ethnic and age breakdown. of
those to be rehoused.
3.

TECHNIQUES
(a)

Maximum opportunity for choice.
(of of A 2) a) )

(b)

Assistance of business concerns and non-profit
organizations.
(cf of A) 2) e) )

(c)

Relocations agency's plans to respond to social
health and economic needs of persons to be displaced.
(cf A 1) and A 2) a & b)

(d)

Coordination of relocation housing.
1.

Appropriate available housing resources
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The CRS includes a Housing Resources staff of
three housing specialists and two qualified
City Health and Environmental inspectors.
This staff works with every available source
of information on available units appropriate
to fill the needs of displaced households.
2.

Development of additional low and moderate
income housing.
Present plans and projections of the one year
action program will result in a net gain of
low and moderate income housing units over
the few to be displaced.

3.

Plans for replacement of residential units
demolished.
In all instances the CDA will require that,
before any unit from the areaus housing stock
be designated for removal~ a comparable unit
be completed or available for the residents
subject to dislocation.

4.

Assurance of suitable relocation housing
The Housing Assistance Office will inform by
letter each household subiect to displacement
that they will not be required to move until
a suitable replacement housing unit has been
found, The grievance committee will also
be advised that the letter has been sent.
A follow up visit will be made a every instar.ce by the Relocation Specialist of
HDCMC.

5.

Temporary rehousing.
Model Cities relocation in the Mission
11
be temporary only in the First Action Year.
Where necessary 1 families will be moved out
only long enough for the rehabilitation work
to be done. Applying the 3.5% displacem~Jt
record of the Alamo Square FACE program~~the
50~ units to be involved with the HDCMC,
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residents of 21 units will require temporary relocation.

5.

Payments and services.
The Housing Assitanace Office of the HDCMC
will trace all households who self-relocate
and, if required, refer them to CRS for
appropriate follow up services and benefits
for which they may be eligible.

BUDGET
(a)

Model Cities Relocation Payments (see attachment)

(b)

Non-Model Cities Relocation Payments (see attachment)

CITIES

MODEL

ACTIVITIES
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Fonn Approved
Budget Bureau No. 63-R1211

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

RELOCATION PAYMENTS
(Attach This Form to the Relocation Activity Budget Justification)

1. TOTAL MOVING EXPENSES AND ACTUAL
DIRECT LOSS OF PROPERTY (a+b +c)
a.

21

Individuals

•

4,800

-

-

19

200

3,800

... 3

200

600

16

200

3,200

-

...

""

-

-

-

-

-

200

4,200

2. TOTAL SETTLEMENT COSTS AND
RI!U. TED CHARGES (d + e + f)

;. -Elderly and Handicapped Individuals

.

(1)

TOTAl REPLACEMENT HOUSING
PAYMENT (i + j)

-:.

I. Ow~upont lndividvals

j.

-

-

h. Families

""

..

-

d. Individuals

ADDITIONAL RELOCATION
PAYMENT {9 +h)

Owner:()ccupant Families

6,300

300

"
"

-

f. Business Concerns

$

1,500

.

.

300

ESTIMATED
TOTAL
PAYMENTS

300 ·.

16

.•

c. Bus!neu Concerns

3.

$

5

b. Families

•· Families

ESTIMATEO
AVERAGE
AMOUNT

ESTIMATED NUMBER
TO RECEIVE
PAYMENTS

TYPE OF PAYMENT AND
CLASS OF PAYEE

-

.

...

-

-

5.~1a3UIIDISH'I:~~%X
~:DC

Dislocation Allowance

(2)

21

LIN!TOTAL(1 +2+3+.t+5)
HUD-7045 (1 0.01)

HUD-Wash .. D.C.

14,300

(3
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(1)

Estimated to be about 75% of all
individuals displaced (CRS).

(2)

Amount reserved for temporary replacement housing for period of time that
rehabilitation work is being done.

(3)

Payments to be made from nHousing
Assistance Fund 11 of HDCMC; no separate
figure is therefore noted in CDP Budget
Summary.

NON

CITIES

MODEL

ACTIVITIES
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Form A.pprov<td
Budget Bureau No. 63-R1211

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

RELOCATION PAYMENTS
(Atmch This Form to the

Activity Budget Justification)

ESTIMATED NUMBER
TO RECEIVE
PAYMENTS

TYPe OF PAYMENT AND
CI..ASS OF PAYEE

1. TOTA.L MOVING EXPENSES AND ACTUAL
DIRECT LOSS OF PROPERTY (a+b+c)

$

24

••

c.. Su.s!nen Concerns

2.. TOTAL SETTLEMENT COSTS AND
IU!l..A TED CHARGES (d + e + f)
(Rent: Assistance Pavn~u

s)

·.,..! . . I
,.,,
...........

L

.,. Families

"

30

-

b. Fcuuilies

.

3. ADDITIONAL RELOCA T10N
PAYMENT (g +h)

300

$

16,200

300.

7,200

300

9,000

-

-

-

54

1,000

54,000

24

1,000

24,000

30

1,000

30,000

-

f. Business Concerns

ESTIMATED
TOTAL
PAYMENTS

ESTIMATED
AVERAGE
AMOUNT

54

Go

.

-

-

48

200..

9,600

and Handicapped Individuals
• EUeriy
(15% of 1 a.)

18'

200

3,600

h. Families

30

200

6,000

-

....

Re~ocation

TOTAL. REPLACEMENT HOUSING
PAYMENT {i + j)

f. OwMr-Oecupaat Individuals

i· Owner~c:c:upant Families

5.. TOTAL SMALL. BUSINESS DISPLACEMENT
PAYMENTS

'

-

.

.

-

-

-

..

-

-

-

-

-

I.,.JNE TOTAL (l

HUD-Wosh,. D.C.

+ 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)

79,800
233700
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THE PROVISION OF RELOCATION PAYMENTS FOR
DISPLACEMENT CAUSED BY NON MODEL
IES
ACTIVITIES IN THE MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD

The only displacement projected by non-Model Cities activities
during the First Action Year will be caused by code enforcement
and related activities of the City's Departments of Public Works
and Public Health. (No distinction is made between these City
activities for the purposes of projecting the relocation load.)
neither department has an independent source of funds for
relocation payments, residents who are displaced by their .activities
may receive assistance from the Central Relocation Servicetthe
form of referrals, access to listings, and ?riority certification
for public housing and Section 236 housing. Further, some dislocated families and individuaLs are eligible for minimal financial assistance from the City 1 s Local Rent Assistance program.
Low income residents may receive emergency loans up to $90 and
grants up to $50 for moving and rental expenses.
r~ereas

Recognizing that these City provisions are inadequate to meet
the needs of the residents displaced by these forms of public
activity, the CDA agrees to the policy that supplemental funds
may be used to satisfy part of the financial assistance due
these residents. It is projected in the encluded budget (based
on urban renewal payment standards) that $79 1 800 is needed to
cover these costs during the First Action Year.
However, this amount is not explicitly reserved from the supplemental grant in the CDP Budget Summary. It is necessary to negotiate a shared responsibility for providing just payments for
these families. An equitable relationship will be developed
among the displacing City departments, the Central Relocation
Service, and the CDA before any resident is displaced dur
First Action Year. Appropriate supplemental funds will be
vided for the Model Cities share from reprogramming funds.

APPENDIX A
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COMPETING DEMANDS FOR HOUSING
1.

Hunters Point/India Basin
New construction under Section 236
Households requiring housing from project areas
Surplus units

2.

Western Addition Area
A-2 units to be rehabilitated
Western Addition A-1 Section 236
Housing for Elderly
~
Western Addition A-2 Section 236
Total units for Elderly and Families
Public Housing units for families
Public (or Sec. 236 Housing Units for Elderly)
Total market rate units
Total

Units in excess

183
2414
200
200
900

1924
3885

Yerba Center
New Public housing
Hotel rooms available

1385
609

Total resources

1994

Total needs

1310J

Surplus .units.
4.

1912

5809

Total units needed for families and individuals

3.

1267 units
825
442

624

Other Governmental Actions.
The number of families and individuals anticipated to be displaced
by other governmental actions during the next five years is as
follows:
Families
Code enforcement - DPW complaint (citywide)

75

Individuals

us
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Families

Individuals

Code enforcement - Division of Apartment
724
and Hotel inspection -citywide

467

City of San Francisco - Real
Estate Department

10

50

Public Housing (Aver Income)

430

50

Federally assisted code enforcement
(FACE - outside MNA)
!29

179

California State Division of Highways
Outside MNA
110

0

BayView Elementary School
(Outside MNA)

13

5

1491

866

The families and individuals will be assisted by the San Francisco c~~~~
Relocation Service to find suitable housing of their choice at
sales or rental prices they can afford to pay in existing vacant
housing within the city.
5.

Additional resources for families and individuals
Low Income:

New public housing and ·section 23 leased housing.

Moderate Income: Surplus Section 236 housing units in urban
renewal project areas.
New construction of Moderate.Private priced Housing with Federal
Rent Supplement, Public Housing, additional Section 23 leases,
will provide resources for displaced households with low and very
low income.
New construction of MPP Housing renting under the Section 236
(exceptional rentals., since San Francisco is a high cost area)
and of market rate housing will provide ~esources for displacees
able to meet these rentals.
Following is a listing by MNA, urban renewal areas, and other
areas of the City, of identifiable new housing under development
within the five-year period. The estimated number of units is
subject to revisions as planning progresses.
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MISSION MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD AREA
A.

Proposed construction under FHA 236.

Site

FHA#

Regal Pale

Sponsor or Name

At HUD. Approval
of funds for site
needed

Units

Masonary Foundation
Arriba Juntos
St. Francis Sq.

130

Mission Assembled #1
837 So. Van Ness
1272 So. Van Ness
and Church Street
NW Corner Darland

At FHA
Feasibility
letter pending

Kavanagh·

60

776-782 So. Van Ness
507 Capp St.
Blk 3641/lot 61

At FHA
Feasibility
letter pending

Kavanagh

80

1815-1825 Mission St. Feasibility
letter in works.
Funds not yet
approved. (non
profit sponsor
FHA 236).

St. Vincent de Paul

124

3850 - 18th St.
Sanchez & Church

Public Housing
Authority

107

Completion date
end of April 1971

B. Public Housing - Under Construction in Mission District.
HAA#

Location

CAL 1-20

285d - 18th Street

C.

Family In
Units

Elderly
Units
107

Public Housing - Projects in Planning Phase Under Preliminary

HAA#

CAL 1-22

Location
21st & Bartlett

Family Units

Elderly
Units
110
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D.

Public Housing - New proposed projects

Location
19th and Guerrero
14th bet. Stevenson &
ward
E.

Family Units

Elderly Units

18
~.Jood

7

99

Public Housing - Proposals in various stages of preparation
prior to official submittals to housing authority.

Location
Army & Shotwell(conventional)
24th & Potrero Avenue
. Van Ness bet. 18th & 19th
2 -235 San Jose Avenue

Family Units
11
20
10
20

Elderly Units

55
24
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APPENDIX C and D

BAYVIEW-HUNTERS POINT MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD
and

PUBLIC HOUSING

See Bayview-Hunters Point CDP, pages 203-210.

E

Mayor's Special
Assistant for
Housing and
Relocation

~---------

Assistant Director
Property Management and Business
Services

t
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ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING PATTERN

Administrative
Assistant
(Technical)

•
Housing
entative

Director
Central Relocation
Services

Assistant Director
Residential
Services

Social
Services
Specialist

Special Assistant
Rehousing Planning
and Programming

Clerical
St3ff (3)

_______ l _____ _
:

Field
Supervisor

I

, Emergency •
1
1 Field
I
•
I
.._ ____________
Superv1.s ors Ja

,-------------,I
Emergency

1
Field
Representatives

1
Field
I Represen t at:tves
.
,I
1
----------------~

I
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BUDGET

Salary

& Research
ialist
Specialist-Coord.
Specialist
ion Specialist (4)
Assistant
earch Assistant
Sr. Clerk Steno #1446
Sr. Clerk Typist #1426
. Clerk Typist #1426

18,000
13,500
13,500
13,500
12,000
9,600
9,600
7,438
7,248
7,248

4J:Months

Total

12
12
12
11
10
10
10
12
12
10

18,000
13 '500
13,500
12,375
40,000
8,000
8,000

l Salaries
loyee Benefits
sultants
t Services & Operatin8 costs
Space:(l50sq.ft. x 13 personnel x 30¢
$585 per mo x 12xl~OOO renovation
:(1,575 miles permo x 11¢ for local
staff travel)
:Office furniture & Equipment
13 personnel
le supplies;General office supplies
ion & Information Budget

Specialist
Steno

#l446(~time)

ies
s Salaries
t Services
Space
Travel
Equipment
Supplies
Total
location Budget

13,500
7,438

9
9

100%
9,000

7,248
5,030

6,750
12,375
40,000
8,000
8,000
3 '719
7,248
6,030

134,091
23,345
5,000
5,000

101.122
17,477
5,000
4,000

7~438

80-20%
9,000
13 '500
6,750

3,719

32,969
5,868

l,OOQ
1,520

8,020
2,000

900

2,500
2,100

1,075
525

134' 521

140,599

44,022

10~125

10,125
2,933

2,990

2/)33
13,058
22351
15,409
675
945
900

775
300
$19,004

13,058
2 2 351
15,409
675
945
900
775
300
$19,004
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NON-FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION (BASE ENTITLEMENT)

The Non-Federal Contribution (Base Entitlement) is
the same as listed in the Bayview-Hunters Point
portion of San Francisco's Comprehensive Development Plan.
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RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT PLAN POLICY
A.

All jobs funded through the CDP will be filled through referral from the Mission Community Hiring Hall. Any j'ob
for which the Hiring Hall cannot produce a qualified or
trainable candidate in two weeks can be filled by a nonmodel neighborhood resident with the approval of the CDA
Director.

B.

The Community Hiring Hall will maintain a file of minority
Model. Neighborhood Residents qualified to fill all construction jobs funded by HUD in the Mission or for referral to
contractors in San Francisco (in accord with the City agreement once that agreement has been approved).

c.

All bid specifications let by the City utilizing HUD funds
will allocate a portion of the funds to sub-contractors
who are residents of the Mission or employ a substantial
share of their employees from such residents and who also
meet the requirements of Executive Order 11246 (employment
of minority status employees).

D.

Both in-service and academic training will be available
to all paraprofessionals in positions funded by the CDP
and to those clerical and professionals seeking such
training.

E..

In accord with HUD policy, the CDA is seeking permanent
civil service tenure for all employees in public agencies
funded by the CDP. (In the case of Mission this covers only
employees of the CDA itself.)

"

The administrative and evaluation staff of the CDA will
be adequate to assure that the above requirements are
carried out.

I.
process
community
impediment
increasingly
a vehicle through which
neighborhood, the
the unemployed
difficulties;
facilities for mothers who wish to join the
and
housing stock with
ownership; and inadequate facilities and
of educational services
all school levels.
II.

problems,
organizational
a community
in the
organizations exist
fllt"'tl'\na of activities
econom~c

~~·~~

together the
the
initiation
induced
residing
since its
the
Cities

Of

so that an
could relate to
nominates
of
appointment
the
independently
the
nor MOO can claim to
of
of developing
the compos
MOO and
had established, there was not a
of functional task forces. Those
worked on problem identification and
naturally and properly composed
representatives.
the MNA and the meetings
over 150 individuals

of problem identification
s
took on
engaged various
development
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ect contains elements designed to achieve this coordinChild Care Consortium will draw ~~gether the
care efforts in the neighborhood and provide a mechanism
beneficiaries to affect their operations. The Public Agency
will be involved with the Housing Development and
Maintenance Corporation, whose board will contain
representatives both from the neighborhood ana from' the banking and
community. The Education projects will establish a triprogramming arrangement among the City (through the CDA),
of Education (and the School District administrators),
teachers, parents, and students in the neighborhood. The
projects will support a local infrastructure to create
conditions for accomplishing institutional change in
manpower agencies; the result will allow for planning
a more integrated manpower delivery system in subsequent years.
While the Mission Model Neighborhood Corporation will play a
in citizen participation, the specific client groups
program category will work with the operating
develop project policy.

FIRST ACTION YEAR PROJECTS
MANPOWER AND JOB DEVELOPMENT
1

Community Hiring Hall

($808,128)

($99,047)

Under a new corporate structure and with a
five (5) supported by supplemental funds, the Co1um1n1
Hiring Hall will expand its present scope of .........,. .... ,. .............,.
and bring together all the elements of the Manpower
component. In addition to placing the neighborhood's
unemployed and underemployed into productive jobs, the
Hiring Hall will be the integral base of the Mission
Resident Employment Plan.
2. OBREROS Language Center ($277,099)
With a supplemental staff of 9 and 12 tutors, this
ect will extend and modify the on-going functions
the OBREROS Language Center. Clients will be reto the Center from the Hiring Hall for saturalanguage, training. The.se students will receive
for the time they attend the language course

jobs
be allotted --·'~ 7 ~
for health treatment, driver training,
costs related to job placement

4. Supplemental Legal Services ($45,547)
.

~

full
lawyer, a legal aide, and a
lement the Mission Office of the San Francisco
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation to provide
legal assistance to those waiting for job
through the Community Hiring Hall. Their services
will be directed to eliminate legal barriers
employment based on citizenship, immigration, arrest
conviction records, debt, etc.

5. Minority Contractors Association ($248,796)
core staff of 2 and funds for consultant as
be provided to the newly-formed Minority
sociation for the purpose of assist
member contractors to bid successfully on
construction jobs. A revolving fund of $200,
will be available as back:ng for performance
insurance guarentees, and lease/purchase advances
equipment

a core staff
to: (a)
250 new units of housing for
income families in the neighborhood and (b)
to subsidize home improvement loans
private
institutions for homeowners
A
Task Force will work
the s
Directors so that the HDCMC will
complement increasing public

5

,8
from
neighborhood
1.

Title IV A, and the
Model Cit
funds will be used
5 day care centers for 50 preNNA. , The opening of each
staggered approximately two months
·
first ~ction year. Priority will
s referred to jobs through the

2. Extended Day

C~re

Centers

($28,654)

)

Combined
HEW and State funding, Model Cities
funds will be used to establish 4 Extended Day Care
Centers in
neighborhood with facilities for 70
children
The centers will provide care for
children in grades K-6, from 7.00- 8:50a.m. before
they are out of school until
each center will be staggered
during the first action
given to parents referred to
Hiring Hall ..

3.

variety
term occas
be
to
service to

4.

State funding, Model Cities
a center for children
The center will
p.m., providing a
group activities for shortchildren.. The center will
child care as a support
systems ..

($29,026)
of the Child Care Consortium, the
Coordinating Body will provide staff to administer the
overall
of the three types of child care centers.
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D ..

1 ..
s~

mechanism
Board of Education,
neighborhood.
relieve overschool facilities, to lease
physical improvements
this activity will
2 ..

development
ethnic, multi-cultural
materials will be provided. A shared and
cooperative planning process among the City, SFUSD, and
be establi
unction with the
Improvement project, and new programs will be
combat low educational achievement in the
for immediate use will be made
sroom use.
become a
a center
activities.
E ..

,533)

resident capability
monitoring of
MNA.

The MMNC

counterparts in the
tance to the
the MMNC staff will play
respective beneficiaries
capacity to affect

MISSION
CD P
$2,940,900

I
HOUSING
$800,088

HDCMC
$800,088

I

MANPOWER

$202,850

$808,128

Community
Hiring Hall
$99,047
Obreros
Lang. Ctr.
$277,099
OBECA
Follow/Ref
$137,639
Supplement.
Legal Serv.
$45.547

-

Full-Day
Care Ctrs.
$133,357

-

-

Ext en-d-ea
Care Ctrs.
$28,654

~

-

Drop-In
Center
$11,833

-

-

Coordinat.
Body
$29,026

-

.

t

EDUCA'
$773,959

$3

Physical
Improvement

...

Quality
Education

i""

ll

MMNC

$3

'

~

......

Minority
Cont. Ass'n
"""
$248,796

